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This piece began as a stream of consciousness drawing. Two rows of sexless faces all looking in the same
direction formed what reminded me of a gust of wind. I continued using the face as a repeating unit to create
the sky. Cloud Watching was heavily influenced by the Ukiyo-e period of Japanese art and the psychedelic
fractalization of objects by the human eye during altered states of consciousness.
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What do you see in the sky when you look up? I see people
all around us.
This piece began as a stream of consciousness drawing. Two rows of sexless faces all looking in the same direction formed what reminded me of a gust of wind. I
continued using the face as a repeating unit to create
the sky. Cloud Watching was heavily influenced by the
Ukiyo-e period of Japanese art and the psychedelic fractalization of objects by the human eye during altered states
of consciousness.
Each face acts as a building block to form the sky,
emulating and replacing the organic forms found in nature.

The use of color and repetition serves two objectives: the
former imbues the piece with a dynamic undulation while
the latter strips the faces of any individuality.
The reality of modern life is that everyone is in a constant
state of looking down. Looking into their technology.
Looking at the devices that have been said to “connect” our
species more than ever before, as social media allows people
to live in a suspended state of comparison and observation.
Cloud Watching asks the viewer to look up.
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For Issue 7.1, we decided on a call for papers that would not require that submissions be limited by a theme.
Similar to Issue 6.2, our goal was to allow for more freedom in the production of the current issue, and in
some sense produce a collaborative experience since researchers would perhaps play a larger role in shaping
Issue 7.1. As a result, we have curated a bold and eclectic collection of articles and book reviews that have
their finger on the pulse of contemporary political and critical theory. The articles explore a variety of
topics, including discourses of failure in advanced digital capitalism, post phenomenology in media saturated
life-worlds, and the limitations of nominalist theories of power. And, in Issue 7.1 we have proudly included an
interview with Michael Shapiro that explores influences, interdisciplinary methodologies, genre studies, and
much more.
Keywords: Post-Phenomenology; Digital Capitalism; Life-World; Critical Theory; Political Theory; Max Weber;
Neoliberalism

Blacksburg, Virginia
February 2019
Dear SPECTRA Readers,
For Issue 7.1, we decided on a call for papers that would not
require that submissions be limited by a theme. Similar to
Issue 6.2, our goal was to allow for more freedom in the production of the current issue, and in some sense produce a
collaborative experience since researchers would perhaps
play a larger role in shaping Issue 7.1. As a result, we have
curated a bold and eclectic collection of articles and book
reviews that have their finger on the pulse of contemporary political and critical theory. The articles explore a variety
of topics, including discourses of failure in advanced digital
capitalism, post phenomenology in media saturated lifeworlds, and the limitations of nominalist theories of power.
And, in Issue 7.1 we have proudly included an interview with
Michael Shapiro that explores influences, interdisciplinary
methodologies, genre studies, and much more.
Issue 7.1 begins with editors emeriti Mario Khreiche’s and
Shelby Ward’s interview with Michael Shapiro.
Christopher England puts Max Weber in conversation with
Gramsci, Althusser, and Foucault as he reconsiders Weber’s
diagnosis of power. England offers an analysis of these theorists’ later engagement with Weber, suggesting that each
theorist developed what England calls a nominalist theory
of power. Ultimately, England argues that Weber’s position

can still offer us useful insights into the ways in which the
state and power function.
Céline Righi grapples with the temporalities of discourses
of failure within digital capitalism. Righi’s article draws in
particular from Hartmut Rosa’s work on the “speeding up of
life” to consider the ways in which we may deal with failure
differently in an accelerated world. As a result of the “speeding up of life,” Righi argues that we have in some sense
pathologized failure. For Righi, we must rethink the role
failure plays in the formation of selfhood.
Sascha Engel proposes that a renewed pursuit of classical phenomenology may enhance a post phenomenological approach to studying contemporary media saturation.
Drawing from two core concepts of classical phenomenology (e.g., life-word and intention), Engel argues that this
earlier form of phenomenology may offer us a way to better
understand the life-worlds that have emerged out of a saturation of media technologies.
In his review of Christian Fuchs’s Digital Demagogue:
Authoritarian Capitalism in the Age of Trump and Twitter, Shaun
Respess illuminates the philosophical precursors to Fuchs›s
timely analysis of authoritarianism under the Trump administration. Observing the book›s philosophical depth, Respess
explores Fuchs›s use of Frankfurt School critical theory and
Marxist economics to characterize emergent—and arguably
dangerous—modes of power.
Jordan Fallon reviews the contributions of Wendy
Brown’s Undoing Demos: Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution
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to scholarship on neoliberalism. Fallon acknowledges the
importance of Brown’s effort to diagnose democratic concerns across legal reasoning, educational institutions, and
foreign policy in the United States and Europe, yet he argues
for a wider geographical reading that includes considerations for race and ecology around the world.
And, finally, Caroline Alphin has completed her time as
co-editor and editor. Following 7.1, Emma Stamm and Robert
Flahive will take over as co-editors, and Sarah Plummer
and Shaun Respess will take over as editors elect. SPECTRA

would also like to thank all authors, reviewers, advisory
board members, ASPECT faculty, the Virginia Tech Library,
and VT Publishing for helping to make this issue happen.
Sincerely,
SPECTRA Editorial Team
Competing Interests
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INTERVIEW

Exploring the Aesthetic Turn: An Interview with Michael J.
Shapiro
Michael J. Shapiro

Political Science, University of Hawai’i at Mānoa, US
shapiro@hawaii.edu

During the ASPECT Conference in April 2017, SPECTRA met with Michael J. Shapiro to discuss his work as
a writer, the social sciences, and the inspiration he draws from aesthetic theory, cinema, and the everyday.
Mike is a Professor in the Political Science Department at the University of Hawai’i at Mānoa. Among his
most recent books are Cinematic Geopolitics (2009), The Time of the City: Politics, philosophy and genre
(2010), Studies in Trans-disciplinary Method: After the Aesthetic Turn (2012), War Crimes: Atrocity, and
Justice (2015), Politics and Time: Documenting the Event (2016), and The Political Sublime (2018). The
keynote address for the ASPECT conference included a piece from this latest work, and can be accessed on
YouTube: “When the Earth Moves: Towards a Political Sublime.”
Keywords: Philopoesis; Michael Shapiro; Aesthetics; Trans-disciplinary; Film Theory; Theory; Subjectivity;
China Miéville

Interviewers: Shelby Ward and Mario Khreiche.
Transcription credit: Shelby Ward.
Mario: Thanks for meeting with us, Mike. You are a very
prolific writer with a broad set of interests from political science, methodology, aesthetic theory, and cultural texts. Can
you give us an insight into your work’s routine? What does
your creative process look like?
Mike: I do all my writing in the morning after my morning
Cappuccino, which makes my head explode with ideas. It’s
the only drug I still use. I work for a couple hours in the
morning at home, then I go workout at an exercise club for
an hour or so. Then I go home and eat lunch and then I
go to the university and do my teaching in the afternoon
and collect research materials when I have time in between
teaching and advising duties.
Mario: Where do you draw your inspiration from?
Mike: Gosh, from tons of stuff. Sometimes reading the obituaries in the New York Times, sometimes strange encounters.
But, you know, I read constantly. I cover thousands of pages
every week. I look at a lot of video, films, and so on. In fact,
I was thinking about that because right now we’re talking
about workload at my university and we’re trying to justify
ourselves to the regents. Alarmingly, one of the things they
don’t count is the amount of preparation you do by way

of canvassing materials. They don’t pay much attention to
that. But I feel as if to be a responsible mentor to PhD students, I’ve got to read thousands of pages all the time, week
after week after week, to keep up with material. But I also
read a lot of fiction and poetry, novels and stories, which
frequently inspire me. Accordingly, one of the methodological orientations I have pursued is called philopoesis: the
way in which you encounter literary and cinematic texts
with a philosophical, conceptual mindset. So, the dynamic
relationship between concepts on the one hand in percepts
and effects on the other shapes a lot of the way I think and
work.
Shelby: Cappuccino in the morning – Is that enough for
you to get to that kind of flow?
Mike: It gives me a buzz. Sometimes I get an invitation to
write something for a collection or something like that.
Then there is not an idea in my head about how to start.
However, after my cappuccino – wow.
Mario: Didn’t [Max] Weber say something like, “The good
ideas will come when you take a long walk, but only if you’ve
done the groundwork at your desk before?”
Mike: Right. Well, as I was saying yesterday when we were
talking, I’m constantly building an archive of materials. And
I can then draw on it when I start to work on something.
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Mario: So not everything that you read or consume has to
have an immediate outlet, sometimes you just let it sit?
Mike: That’s right. The thing is, I’ve learned when I talk to a
lot of colleagues that the difference between me and a lot of
people is that I have a good memory. I even often remember
what page something is on. So, whatever I read, it’s there,
and I can access it.
Shelby: Is it the same when you watch something, when
you watch, say, a show or a film, when you see something
really interesting?
Mike: Yes, that tends to get stored as well. However, I
don’t usually write something down. For example, when I
was dealing with the Deleuzian concept of the conceptual
persona and the attendant, the person who is there but
doesn’t play a role in the narrative, but basically helps to
indicate the facticity of what’s going on, when I wanted
to apply it, I recalled an episode or moment in Pretty Baby
(1978), the Louis Malle film, where an African American
pianist is presented in a sort of peripheral way. However, the
camera does long takes of his face when the virgin is getting auctioned off, so that the facticity of the scene is seen
through his eyes. When I wanted to illustrate that concept
of the attendant, I fortunately remembered that moment
in the film. Illustrations from artistic and cultural texts are
kind of pervasive for me, and usually I’ll use them in two
different ways. One is at the beginning of an essay. I turn to
a text in order to develop the concepts, and then I turn to
additional texts in order to illustrate them. So, they play two
different kinds of functions in my writing.
Shelby: The way you remember these things as you’re writing is allusive to your writing style itself, the way that these
moments just kind of emerge and flow together. Are you
conscious of that particular kind of memory when you’re
writing?
Mike: It’s hard to say. I mean, I frequently get questions
from my students, such as, “Do I start with the artistic texts
and then decide to write a paper?” Usually there is a certain
concept that I’m dealing with at the time, like the problem
of the politics of attention. So, then I remember, for example,
that I read Zadie Smith’s story, The Embassy of Cambodia
(2013) in which an au pair in an Anglo-Indian household
is walking by the embassy all the time and she pays attention to it. And then, fortunately, in the conversation she has
with an interlocutor named Andrew with whom she has
tea every week, the details tend to come out. Anyway, that
story became one of two central texts for me to explicate
the problem of attention. The other text is a story by Daniel
Alarcóns called Collectors (2013), which takes place in a
prison in Peru. There is a fascinating pedagogy that goes on
between cell mates in which one explains to the other how
to pay attention to dangers when you’re out in the prison
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yard. How to look at the bodies of the other prisoners and
see who is threatening and who is not, which people you
have to ignore, which people are too dangerous to ignore,
etc. Those texts turned out to be the bookends of my analysis in an essay on the politics of attention.
Shelby: Do you still feel like you have to justify how cultural
texts, films, novels, and poems have something to say about
micro politics or politics in general?
Mike: Some people think I do. If I submit something to a
social science journal, they sometimes want justification,
but I usually don’t want to make meta-statements about
what I’m doing. The chapter I did on the blues in my methods book, Studies in Trans-disciplinary Method (2013) is
one example. I said to the editor (who solicited the essay),
“Your social science readers aren’t going to like it.” Sure
enough I sent it to him, and then he wanted explication
of this and that and the next thing. He offered a revise and
resubmit, but I said, “I’m not going to revise and resubmit,
I don’t do explication.” My method is literary montage. I
show rather than explain. And social scientists often don’t
like it. They don’t tend to understand it even, that’s the
problem.
Shelby: It’s interesting to me that there’s still this break,
that they still want justification. They still want explanations, although this type of work has been going on for a
while now.
Mike: For some reason the average political scientist’s imagination doesn’t extend beyond her or his scope of methods class that they had at some point. That tends to absorb
everything they know about how to do things.
Mario: So, is it mainly a futile endeavor to even try to situate
your work respective to a broader political science? Should
young academics stop doing that?
Mike: Well, I stopped doing it a while ago, but it’s a dilemma
for me with respect to my graduate students, because I
warned them that if they work that way, someone’s going
to demand an explanation of their method. And so, I try to
encourage them to think about a way to talk about their
method, not necessarily in the paper, but to prepare their
audiences, when for example they do job talks. That’s a
crucial moment in which people are going to harass them
about their method, wanting to know where they fit in
terms of the discipline’s map of various familiar approaches
to method.
Mario: You have a lot of theory as method in your work.
If you were pressed to explain that, you would have a lot
of arguments involving the works of Rancière, Deleuze,
and others. Are those texts constants in the back of your
head?
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Mike: Of course. I teach a seminar on writing called “Writing
Politics” and the emphasis is on writing as method rather
than doing a method and then writing it up. The writing
itself is the method, how you write, the grammatical narrative, rhetorical dimensions of the text – how the text thinks,
basically, is what I try to encourage as an approach, which is
about how your writing is “thinking?”
Shelby: At least in the context of The Time of the City (2010),
it seems that there are some justifications in that text. I’ve
used them to talk about how television can say something
about larger political and cultural concerns. So, I think that
there is something to say about theory as writing. Once
someone else does it, it’s easier to point to that.
Mike: When you’re focusing on a media genre like television, for example, there is a nice essay by Stanley Cavell
about the television text. According to Cavell, television
series are basically about a format that gets repeated all the
time. That is one of the ways to distinguish television from
film. What’s the format that you’re going to observe in every
episode? If it’s a crime format, then it’s got to start with a
murder, right? And then thereafter it becomes a problem of
investigation. So, there’s a structure to it. There’s always an
investigation, which is step two, then the question is what is
the structure of the investigation? And there are always two
dimensions to that. One is forensics and the other is what
I called Metis, i.e., practical reasoning. What distinguishes
heroic detectives is their extraordinary ability at Metis: their
practical reasoning. When writing about crime stories like
my chapter on the micro politics of crime, I deal a lot with
the way it works in a whole variety of different cultural settings, for example in the crime stories of Leonardo Padura
situated in Havana.
Mario: Is the detective’s character a special kind of narrative
character?
Mike: The detective is an epistemological character. I think
detectives are kind of exemplary in that way. It’s an interesting knowledge problematic that has to take place in a complicated setting. But there’s also an ontological dimension
to detective stories. If you go back to Sherlock Holmes and
those classic detective stories, you find that the assumption always seems to be that what the detective does is to
restore normality. However, if you get to later detectives, e.
g., Dashiell Hammett’s, the presumption is that there is no
such thing as normality. You don’t restore something. You
know the world is relatively chaotic and you operate within
that. That’s why in the Maltese Falcon (1930), he tells this
parable, the “Flitcraft parable.” A man named Flitcraft is
walking along the street, a beam falls from a building and
hits the concrete. A piece of concrete hits him in the cheek,
and he suddenly realizes that life is unsponsored. And so,
what he does is change his life. He never goes home. He
starts a new life in another place. And the question is, why in
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the middle of this story does Sam Spade tell this parable to
Brigid O’Shaughnessy, who turns out to be the perpetrator.
I think it is Dashiell Hammett’s way of telling us that life is
random, unsponsored and chaotic – that the detective is not
an agent of normality.
Mario: Is this notion of an unsponsored life something
that you are getting at when you talk about the Eisenstein-Goebbels exchange in Cinematic Geopolitics (2008)?
There is a point about documentaries where you argue with
Rancière that a good documentary doesn’t explain how the
world is but rather confronts the viewer with ambiguity.
Mike: Rancière points out something interesting about Eisenstein. Some people tend to think that Eisenstein’s work
was pure propaganda and Rancière argues that it can’t be
propaganda because in an Eisenstein film you can never be
exactly sure what you’re seeing. What Eisenstein tries to do
is to problematize what perception is about, among other
things, and so it’s not a question of trying to find out what’s
really happening in his films, but rather to understand the
vagaries of perception. Rancière here has a nice remark
about how to think about those things. He says what good
cinema does is restore, in some ways, what perception
tends to evacuate. Similarly, perception is one of the lessons of Kafka, in that for Kafka your consciousness is not an
ally but an enemy, in many ways, and you have to deal with
the way in which your consciousness frequently fools you.
In this regard I also think of High Crimes and Misdemeanors
(1990), a “Frontline” documentary by Bill Moyers. It deals
with the Iran Contra Affair, and what seems to bother the
documentary narrator, Moyer, who was frequently on the
screen is the fact that in the Iran Contra Affair we violated
the separation of powers, while the fact that many people
died as a result, was only a minor part of the story. He treats
it as a civics lesson. So, if you deal with the intentionality
of the documentary it’s quite uninteresting, but if you pay
attention to the footage and all sorts of things that are
going on, such as the way the camera is moving and working you find other things happening that are not part of his
narrative.
Mario: Is that also a way in which you watch films, not even
just documentary films, to not just look at what the characters are doing, but also at what the camera is doing?
Mike: I try to look for the ways in which certain things that
are not people are actually main characters. Sometimes the
architecture in a film replaces the main character. In the lesbian crime story, Abound (2013), the camera’s work features
very long takes of a wall and then there are those panning
shots of the things that connect the apartments on either
side of the wall, such as plumbing pipes, the telephone lines
and so forth. The camera spends a lot of time dealing with
the architectural setting and if you pay attention to that part
of the narrative you really get a much stronger image of how
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the relationships are being controlled, in part, by the nature
of the setting in which they operate.
Shelby: The idea of architecture as a main character has also
pervaded the 2016 election with all the talk about the Border Wall. I’m wondering if that has become its own aesthetic
subject in some way within the rhetoric of the news. What
do you think?
Mike: Yeah, definitely. In one of my books, I have a long
section on walls and the different kinds of functions they
play. Teresa Caldeira’s book City of Walls (2000) is an analysis of the city of San Paulo in a similar vein. What architecture does, walls included, basically is constantly determine
the conditions of possibility for experience. There’s another
interesting book, called Sexuality & Space (1992) edited by
Beatriz Colomina, that does a lot of stuff on walls. It deals
with the way in which the house is constructed, and how
that shapes the experience in those spaces that people can
see when they first enter the house and those places they
can’t see.
Shelby: This seems to echo particularly The New Violent Cartography (2014) that you did with Sam [Opondo] not that
long ago. It features an essay by David Toohey that you preface in the introduction as “a cinematic ‘demolition’ of the
US-Mexican boundary that is fixed within binaries that mark
the former as a zone of safety and the latter as a dangerous
place or the source of danger.” Toohey uses Orson Welles’
film Touch of Evil (1958) in that essay and I’m wondering
if that methodology he uses is still relevant for what we’re
currently seeing? Is this a new kind of rhetoric or just a repetition of the same kind of binaries played out on a larger
stage?
Mike: Well, let me go back to the Touch of Evil. One of the
most interesting parts of the film is its opening scene in
which a car crosses the border. It develops a dynamic of
changing settings from one place to another and thus contrasts with earlier films on borders that take overhead shots,
emphasizing the separation. And so what Welles does is to
challenge that separation with his opening scene. I think it
was one of the things that David [Toohey] – he was one of
my PhD students, in Hawai’i – was sensitive to.
Shelby: I’m wondering more broadly about your approach
to scholarship. Was there a time in your life as a scholar
where you felt a turn towards looking at cultural texts and
less at conventional methodology?
Mike: Yeah, definitely. I went to Northwestern University
purposely to learn quantitative methods. It was disappointing in certain ways because the faculty there worshipped
quantitative methods, but they themselves were not quantitatively competent. But at the same time, I had already
spent a lot of time reading philosophy and was attuned to
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philosophy of method issues all the while. And it was clear
to me from the very start that the philosophy of method
you get out of the social sciences was not adequate to the
task. It has a very narrow view and I guess probably one of
the first things that struck me about the narrowness was
that it was focused very much on the relationship between
a concept and a measurement. And it had only a technical
notion of how you turn the concept into a measurement,
but the more I thought about it, the more it became evident
that there was an entire ontology and philosophy intervening in the word-object relationship. So, my first focus was on
word-object relationships, and I began to see that if you read
Wittgenstein and others, that there’s a life world that shapes
how a word can be related to its referents. I became less
interested in moving from concept to measurement, than in
the question of where the concepts come from, what kinds
of histories and what forces shaped the problematics within
which certain kinds of concepts emerge, and so on. I then
did an edited volume on language and politics. I was very
interested in an old essay by C. Wright Mills who understood
the problem many years ago. He said, ironically, “We seem to
have lost our desire to do evil,” by which he meant that the
discourse on good and evil no longer determines how we
shape the problems that we deal with. And so, the history of
problematics began to interest me a lot more than the problem of how you turn a concept into a measurement. The
philosophical direction I went to first was English linguistics philosophy in the work of Austin and Wittgenstein, and
then the French thinkers, like Foucault, and then ultimately
Deleuze. They all changed the way in which I began to work
and think. From the philosophy of language, I got interested
in various genres. How does a novel think? How does the
film think? How does poetry think?
Mario: Would you say there is an expiration date on these
technical methods and methodologies in the social sciences,
whereas knowing how to read, how to ask interesting questions, or even knowing how to watch a film, is almost timeless?
Mike: Very much so. It also means that you have to get into
a whole variety of different kinds of disciplines. This is symptomatic I suppose: When I get my copies of the Chronicle
of Higher Education and the Chronicle magazine, which is
inserted in that, I look at the page that features new books
in print and spend most of my time in the literature section
and almost no time in the political science and sociology
section. There’s nothing in those sections that interests me.
Shelby: I was thinking that your methods seem to be very
organically interdisciplinary while “interdisciplinary” is kind
of just a buzzword used nowadays. To what extent does that
word describe your work?
Mike: I would say my work is transdisciplinary. People who
think interdisciplinarily now, tend to sort of affirm the
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boundaries of disciplines and then articulate them at a particular problem. Whereas if I look at sociology, I’m interested
in a particular historical moment in sociology, how they
make their world. Rather than using sociology.
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Mike: Yeah. One key question is, how do you do comparative politics while at the same time involving yourself in
a critique of the frames within which comparative politics
does its business.

of the frontier, and the difference between a frontier and
a region. The frontier moment is a moment when people
are negotiating their relationships and their identities are in
flux whereas when things become regionalized, that’s when
things get fixed, where people stand vis-a-vis each other. But
I can’t avoid this anecdote. The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance is an interesting title, because I had an undergraduate
friend who went to work for the company, Liberty Mutual
one summer, and he promised them that he was taking this
internship, because he was thinking of a future with Liberty
Mutual. But he only used it for a summer job and so thereafter we called him The Man Who Screwed Liberty Mutual,
which is a nice riff on the title of The Man Who Shot Liberty
Valance. Peter X, The Man Who Screwed Liberty Mutual…It
was actually the same summer that that film came out, so it
was very apropos.

Shelby: Going back to talking about what compels us, if it is
no longer in terms of good versus evil, what is the thing that
now pushes our work forward?

Mario: In the film, it’s not immediately clear who actually
shot Liberty Valance and the myth carries on, at least for the
film’s characters.

Mike: One of the ways in which I’ve been trying to make
sense of things is to look at the interaction between moral
and political economy, that is, those forms of exchange that
are thought of as inappropriate. There was a time in which
it was inappropriate to sell one of your body parts because
there are certain boundaries on what is a legitimate form
of exchange, and what isn’t. But now in India, for example,
maybe a father will sell one of his kidneys to be able to create a dowry for his third daughter or something like that,
and there’s a market for it. I read an essay a long time ago
that helped me with this in The Social Life of Things (1986),
a volume edited by Arjun Appadurai. Someone named
[Igor] Kopytoff talks about culture versus economy. From
the point of view of culture (within which moral economy
develops), certain things about people are singular and
thus from the point of view of political economy cannot be
exchanged. And so, how do economy and culture interact,
and how is the boundary set? And within that dynamic the
other thing you have to figure out is when there’s a change,
when someone’s pushing to make something exchangeable
that hasn’t been before. Then the question becomes, who
are the cultural authorities to warrant that change? Who’s
in a position to engage in warranting? A concept that I got
from Allucquére Rosanne Stone’s work in The War of Desire
and Technology at the Close of the Mechanical Age (1995).

Mike: It’s another example of the camera being wiser than
the characters. Because they restore what perception tends
to evacuate, to go back to that. It’s an exemplary film in that
way.

Shelby: It’s something that’s hard because I feel the work
that many of us do in this program [ASPECT] is transdisciplinary. We have conversations about how we market ourselves,
because even though the methods that we apply may be
transdisciplinary, at some point you still have to claim a
stake in a department and justify how you fit in there.

Mario: Do you think our culture is somehow uneasy with
those blind spots?

Mario: In Methods and Nations (2004), you talk about John
Ford’s Western The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance (1962).
Specifically, you talk about the frontier in that film not as a
frontier of the open West, but as a frontier of …

Mike: I think we’re uneasy with lots of things that suggest
that subjectivity is not centered. The subject is not in control of what it understands. Just to give you an example,
there are huge meetings of anti-Freudians. There are more
anti-Freudians who have meetings than people who are
actually Freudian because the Freudian position is very
threatening to people who want to think that they’re totally
in control of their own consciousness. The idea that one is
not in control of one’s consciousness is very powerful. And
the text that I think was most powerful for me historically
was Thomas Mann’s volumes on Joseph and his Brothers
(1943). There’s this moment in the biblical story when
Joseph is pulled from the pit by the wandering merchants
after his brothers have tried to murder him and throw him
in this pit to die – but in Thomas Mann’s version, the first
thing that Joseph says to the people who pull him from the
pit is, “Where are you taking me?” And they look at him and
say, “You must think you’re the navel of the universe. We’re
not taking you somewhere. We happened to be going somewhere and you happen to be with us.” And throughout the
novel, Joseph learns over time that there are many stories,
not just his.

Mike: … A space of negotiation, basically, because that’s what
the frontier is about. This is one thing I got from William Cronon’s edited volume called Under an Open Sky: Rethinking
America’s Western Past (1992), which talks about the history

Mario: Given today’s very science and economic-heavy curricula, saying that there are many stories in the world might
be a problematic thing to do. If a liberal arts education were
a cure for it, how would you design a respective curriculum?
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Mike: Actually, there’s something in the news right now
about that, which is kind of interesting. Someone at some
university has given his students an assignment to deal
with 9/11 and write from the point of view of the mentality of the terrorists. Invent an imagination of what’s going
through their minds, as Don DeLillo did, I think, in Falling
Man (2007) pretty well.
Mario: Did he lose his job?
Mike: No, he hasn’t lost his job, but it’s creating a lot of
furor, because the question is, whose perspective is dominant here? I think one of the best texts to deal with that
is one of Kafka’s stories called The Burrow (1931). There is
a creature trying to fortify the walls of his burrow all the
time and he hears noises inside the wall, which he thinks are
predators trying to get in. And it becomes quite clear that
by the end that is what Kafka is trying to point out is that
the noise you hear in the walls is the noise of your own imagination. Not necessarily something from the outside. It’s
radically undecidable whether what’s going on is a function
of what you’re projecting versus what’s actually happening
and by the end the creature says, now I’m an old architect.
I’ve been building this burrow for a long time, and I’m just
incapable of distinguishing any longer, whether the danger
was something I’m inventing. Kafka uses the architectural
metaphor in that way, and it is very powerful. Sometimes I
teach what’s called the senior seminar in our curriculum. I
do it with just good stories, and that’s one I use.
Shelby: What are some other stories that you use in that
context?
Mike: Daniel Alarcón’s Collectors that I was talking about.
A story by the Hungarian Tamas Dobozy called The Beautician (2012) – a really fascinating story. In an edited volume
I worked on with a friend, Florentina Andreescu, from
Romania. The volume was titled Genre and the (Post-) Communist Woman (2014) and includes an essay I wrote about
the The Beautician. The essay is called “Hungarian masks,”
and focuses on that story among other things. What happens is this main character, this beautician, is a guy who’s
the manager of a club for Hungarian expatriates in Toronto.
The story goes back into his background when he had to
hide himself in a whole variety of ways and he still hides
himself. He wears makeup and he is very androgynous in his
appearance. At one point, one of the women who belongs to
the club, which is very important to her, insults him in some
way that he decides not to have the Saturday evening gatherings. As a result, she can’t then display herself any longer.
And so, she’s got her masks, he’s got his masks. Everyone’s
got masks all the time, and one of the things I point out to
students is, about Ru Paul, who is a female impersonator,
being interviewed by Brian Gumbel on television. Brian asks,
“How does it feel to constantly be in costume?” He looks
at Brian and says, “Brian, do you look like that when you
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get out of the shower?” We’re always in costume, one sort
or another, it’s just a question of how people choose their
looks. Anyway, “Hungarian masks” was what I wrote. I use
this story [The Beautician], and I use some of Carlos Fuentes’
stories about border issues among other things.
Shelby: It seems to me that, in this case, costumes are also
just walls of perception that we mask ourselves with. Can I
go back just a little bit as well? I’m wondering about these
narrative walls that we put up. It seems like in the last year
we’ve seen a lot of awareness about people operating within
their own news cycles and within our own perceptual walls,
but perhaps we just don’t care anymore, perhaps we want
to continue.
Mike: Well, I guess one paradigm of that is that everyone
who’s got their ear buds in has their own playlist of what’s
going on. One of the things I talked about in the paper I
just finished on urban punctuations and music is the sort of
genealogy of music that begins in the street and enters the
concert hall, then enters the airways. At one point when it
entered the airways, everyone used to listen to the top 40
on the radio. That was the way in which popular music was
being disseminated, but now people are selecting and creating their own kind of lists from popular music, and so it’s
no longer a very general community of sense with respect
to music. There are different sensory partitions, which is
true of other media as well. You know people select their
own Netflix routines. In my case I see “recently viewed by
Michael” every time I click on it – telling me where I belong
as a viewer.
Shelby: We’ve read The Time of the City again for the upcoming seminar. I’m wondering how the paradigm you identify
might also play into the rhythm of the city. In what ways
might today’s urbanscapes reflect on processes of individualization and collectivization?
Mike: Well, sometimes it’s hard to see because you get into
your car and you drive for coffee, then you get in your car
and you drive to work. You choose a particular route and
therefore you see the same things in the city all the time. I
had a colleague who would purposely try to find alternatives. In fact, I guess maybe this particular experience gets at
this problem. I had a house that burned down almost to the
ground in 1980, and at first, I was lamenting my fate because
I thought of it as a house, which I now have to restore. So, it’s
not like I’m doing something new, but I’m simply trying to
restore something I already had. And as I was lamenting this,
my son Kam was, I think, 11 or 12, and he said, “You know,
dad, maybe you could think about this as really something
new.” As it turned out, because I was underinsured, I did a
lot of the building myself. I built my own ceilings. I did all
kinds of things. I had to lay my own sewer line because I had
a cesspool that was no longer legal. I had to dig up 80 feet
of concrete sewer line. But anyway, in the process of doing
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that, I ended up in parts of Honolulu that I never paid any
attention to. I saw the dynamic that took place in a plumbing store when a woman came in who simply wanted to buy
a faucet and wasn’t a licensed contractor; she was going to
be charged 100 percent more than the contractor. The ways
in which that conversation took place was kind of interesting because there were a bunch of contractors present
wondering if the salesperson behind the desk was going to
relent? Anyway, I saw parts of the city, and structures and
interactions that I wouldn’t have been privy to if that event
hadn’t taken place. And so, it turns out now, that event was
very empowering for me – paying attention to how the city
of Honolulu works. If you are able to understand events not
in terms of what causes them, but rather how they change
what comes after. It was an important event for me in the
way I understood the city.
Shelby: I wanted to hear you talk a little bit about what
we’re going to be hearing on Friday for the keynote speech?
Mike: Well, it’s a complicated chapter because it deals
with a lot of different kinds of texts, one of which is simply
based on a conversation I had with a niece who was threeyears-old when the San Francisco earthquake took place.
Because if you pay attention to Kant on the sublime, things
like a storm or an earthquake are some of his major kinds
of examples. And so, I begin with that conversation. I
asked my niece how big it was, and she said very big and I
said how big? And she said, too big for my daddy to hold,
which meant really big as far as she was concerned, which
is kind of interesting, because her daddy’s a little guy. And
then I use that as a way to launch into Kant’s conversation
on what a sublime moment is about, what’s the sublime
experience? Something that’s a challenge to comprehension. Since I’m dissatisfied with Kant’s solution to dealing
with how we then cope with a sublime experience – he
treats it simply as a cognitive mental issue – I talk about
what intervenes in that dynamic between what he calls
apprehension on the one hand and comprehension on the
other, which is temporarily for him, a very short kind of
moment, because one has the negative pleasure recognizing that one’s mind is bigger than the event. I go on to
deal with the way in which artistic texts get involved in a
society-wide negotiation of the relationship between the
apprehension and comprehension. For example, how do
we come to terms with 9/11? There are all sorts of things
that have intervened in that. It’s not just a mental thing in
which we say, “Okay, now I can understand it because my
reason is so powerful.” So, I deal with Don Delillo’s texts
and others. That’s a later chapter. But anyway, after I deal
with the relationship with my niece, I begin to think about
fathers and daughters and things like that. And that shapes
the nature of the essay because at the end of the essay, I
deal with Haruki Murakami’s After the Quake (2000), a collection of short stories, one of which features a small girl
trying to come to terms with an event.
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Mario: Do you think that the notion of the sublime being
replaced by something in our mediascapes, in that the sublime is either made beautiful or made bad, makes it so that
we don’t really explore the sublime further? I’m thinking
of an author, China Miéville who in Perdido Street Station
(2000) writes a lot about vast scapes of trash. So, there are
vast spaces of trash that he describes in close detail and
those descriptions constitute the narrative. Is this something that we maybe tend to reduce?
Mike: Well, I wouldn’t generalize it and say “we” in any particular way with respect to that. There are people like China
Miéville who tried to think outside of the frames in which
people usually construct problematics and focus on different kinds of material. In the essay I have just been working on, which deals with urban punctuations, I spent a lot
of time reading the way John Cage thinks, for example,
what’s most important to him is not just the noises, but the
silences, the absence of noise. And for him the way in which
the world provides a soundscape is the basis of which he
then makes his music, as opposed to people who think that
music is the sort of special moment when you sit down, and
you compose it. And so, I guess I have trouble thinking of
consolidating the “we” for anything that’s going on.
Shelby: Going back to your conversation with your niece,
I’m wondering if it is perhaps our lack of being able to
respond to certain environmental factors, or even the environment itself with current climate change that has something to do with our inability to comprehend the vastness
of such events?
Mike: I guess the political concept I’ve been using to try
to consolidate those issues is what I call “communities of
sense.” How do communities of sense emerge? What are the
boundaries between different communities of sense, what
are the interactions among them? And when an event takes
place, when something large takes place like that, what constitutes an event is really a function of how different communities of sense begin to work on it for example, one of
the things that’s fascinating is the kinds of books that are
being sold right after the Trump presidency, when George
Orwell’s 1984 suddenly starts selling and his books become
important again.
Shelby: Communities of sense, it seems to link back to our
conversation about narratives and walls too, in order to
understand something, we’ve got to build a sense around
something, be able to narrate it.
Mike: One of the things that’s popping into my head right
now is how when I started looking at the history of African
American crime stories going back to 1905, and then following them later on, almost invariably they involved characters who were trying to pass and the tragedy that ensued
for those characters when they failed to pass at a particular
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point. The dynamic of seeking to pass as a non-black person
is so pervasive for that community of sense that it almost
always shapes their stories. In a sense, everyone experiences
a world as, among other things, an economy of excess and
barriers. My new project is called “Punctuations,” that’s the
main title, and what punctuations are, among other things,
is a series of barriers.
Mario: That essay starts with a shot that you recreate for
the reader from a famous city symphony film, Walter
Ruttmann’s Berlin Symphony of a Great City (1927). It’s a
train approaching the city with minute detail to the modern
achievement of technology. Earlier you said you like to start
off an essay with one or two images like that. What does that
image represent to you?
Mike: I guess partly I was influenced by the fact that I spent a
lot of time with Jim Jarmusch’s film Dead Man (1995), which
works the same way, right? It’s Johnny Depp on a train going
West and a lot of the shots basically are under the train, showing the wheels and so forth. The camera spends a lot of time
doing long takes of all the tracks because steel is one of the conditions of possibility for shaping modern life. And Berlin Symphony of a Great City features many shots of the clock to suggest
the way in which clock time emerges as dominant as opposed

to seasonal time. It’s such a rich moment when you see a train
entering a city. It’s a particular historical moment in which
you’re moving working populations from the periphery into
the city.
Mario: At the same time, we can’t quite imagine how it
must have been for people back then to see a train versus
how it appears to us now.
Mike: Or for someone to jump on a train and move from
their ordinary home into the city, which was such a different kind of sensorium. The classic work by Georg Simmel,
The Metropolis and Mental Life (1903), where he talks about
the vertigo that is the city and how the experience of the
urban created this tremendous vertigo for people to process
all of that movement, to process all the changes during the
day and setting changes. Perhaps it’s not unlike when I first
started getting into computers, when it seemed to me that
my cursor was moving too fast. But then when I got really
good at it, the cursor was moving too slow for me after a
while, as I’d become attuned to the sensorium of sitting at a
computer and working.
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Max Weber once claimed that the growth of bureaucratic power in late modernity may henceforth render
political revolutions impossible. In this article, I stage a conversation between Weber and several of his later
interlocuters on the Left. I suggest that the concepts of hegemony (Gramsci), ideology (Althusser), and
governmentality (Foucault) can be read, in part, as responses to Weber. These theorists each develop distinct
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“I am wont to cross over even into the enemy’s camp –
not as a deserter, but as a scout.”1
– Seneca
Introduction: Weber’s Challenge
At a key moment in Economy and Society, Max Weber
ponders the future of revolutions in late modernity and
points to a major historical shift: the emergence of a
new state form that combines a rationalized bureaucratic apparatus with a vast technological infrastructure.
Weber s peculates that:
Such an apparatus makes “revolution,” in the sense
of the forceful creation of entirely new formations
of authority, more and more impossible…The place
of “revolutions” is under this process taken by
coups d’état….2
Modern politics is like a macabre game of musical chairs: different cliques of elites circulate through positions of authority, but, throughout it all, the fundamental social order
persists more or less unchanged. Needless to say, Weber’s
view has long been contested by thinkers for whom radical
social change is the primary desideratum of political action.
V.I. Lenin himself, for example, took a moment during the
abortive revolution of 1905 to critique Weber’s theories.3
By contrast, when Lenin’s revolutionary activity bore fruit
in 1917, Weber returned to print to insist that the result-

ing state would spawn an overgrown bureaucracy, perhaps
more oppressive than the tsar’s and run for the benefit of an
equally narrow class of elites.4
This article explores the ways that three later thinkers
of the 20th century Left – namely, Antonio Gramsci, Louis
Althusser, and Michel Foucault – respond to Weber’s bleak
diagnosis of modern politics.5 In what follows, I make three
major claims. First, I argue that the concepts of hegemony,
ideology, and governmentality are aspects of a common
project. Each notion moves towards an increasingly radical
“nominalist” view of power, which I define as a concept of
power that operates with no institutional center or sovereign head, serves no single purpose or social function,
and that works from “below” as well as from “above.” In
essence, these nominalist theories all wager that the very
ubiquity of power also multiplies the potential avenues
of resistance, thereby making radical political transformations possible in ways that Weber’s state-centric theories
failed to anticipate.
Along the way, I show how these distinct theories of power
call forth unique reinterpretations of Machiavelli, the early
modern theorist of power par excellence. Many other commentators have pointed to the importance of Machiavelli
for the 20th century Left.6 However, scholarship on this topic
often focuses on broad similarities and overlooks crucial
differences across these various rereadings of Machiavelli.
Conversely, I try to accentuate those moments where interpretations diverge.
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In the conclusion, I attempt to sum up where we are at
with regard to power nominalism as a theoretical enterprise.
I suggest that despite the vital innovations this project has
made possible, it also gives rise to unsolved – and perhaps
unsolvable – dilemmas. Yet, we need to revisit these debates
today because hegemony, ideology, and governmentality are concepts that continue to shape the frameworks
within which we think, write, teach, and act. As Lucian
Goldman once said, “The problem of history is the history
of problems.”7
The Outer Ditch of State Power:
Gramsci’s Hegemony
The concept of hegemony has a tangled genealogy, masterfully delineated in Laclau and Mouffe’s Hegemony and
Socialist Strategy. It first emerges, as they put it, to “fill a
hiatus that had opened in the chain of historical necessity”
after the generalized depression of the 1890s came to an
end and capitalist expansion returned in full force.8 Around
this time the word “hegemony” begins to crop up among
Russian Social Democrats, who needed a way to theorize
revolution in a country with a miniscule bourgeoise and
little class consciousness among the proletariat.9 Hegemony,
then, was intended to denote and explore the cultural and
ideational factors that could accelerate or impede the formation of class consciousness.
This is the context from which Gramsci’s work on hegemony emerges.10 For him, a similar “hiatus” appeared once it
became clear that the 1917 Revolution would not spread to
the West. What enabled regimes in Western Europe to retain
power without any consistent resort to mass coercion? Why
did the modern age witness so many of what Gramsci calls
“passive revolutions” which, as Weber had already indicated,
allowed relatively small elite groups to seize state power and
reap the benefits without relying on popular mass participation? On the other hand, how to explain the sudden rise of
fascism, a passionate mass movement of the Right?
Many thinkers (both on the Left and on the budding fascist Right) would seek to answer these questions by supplementing Marx with a rereading of Hegel.11 Compared
to the deterministic economism of the period surrounding
the Second International, Hegel seemed to offer a more
sophisticated conception of history as a complex, dialectical process, replete with false starts and repetitions.12 The
dynamic view of the evolution of self-consciousness in the
Phenomenology also provided new resources for theorizing
the formation (or lack thereof) of class identity.
However, in the present context what is perhaps most
important is the way Hegel resists the idea that brute force –
the monopoly of violence in Weber’s idiom – is responsible
for the stability of state power. Instead, he highlights the
role that different intersubjective self-understandings play
in the maintenance of public order. Like Montesquieu in The
Spirit of the Laws, Hegel argues that the state depends on an
ambient culture, a stabilizing ethos that he describes simply
as “the basic sense of order which everyone possesses.”13 The
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formal institutions of state power are always intertwined
with the broader ethical and religious life of a community,
and it is when this unarticulated normative background
breaks down that political change is in the offing.14
Like Hegel, Gramsci views society as an organic whole or
totality, in the sense that we cannot fully understand one
aspect (religion, politics, etc.) without asking how it simultaneously shapes and is shaped by all the rest.15 Again, this
implies that state power can be either reinforced or eroded by
the broader ideological milieu that functions outside its official boundaries. However, Gramsci prefers to stress the other
side of this equation: dominant cultural forms cannot be
separated from their relationship to coercive political power.
Hegemony, then, refers to this shifting blend of coercion and
consent that allows a dominant class to stabilize its rule.
Such hegemonic ideologies should not be mistaken for
“false consciousness,” as if people could simply “awaken”
into a better world. Gramsci emphasizes that hegemonies
are constituted through a material matrix of social practices
that are sustained by a wide-ranging apparatus that includes
schools, churches, public institutions and cultural traditions.16 The school habituates students to respect hierarchy.
At church worshipers learn of the unchangeable fallenness
of human nature. Citizens eventually acquire habits of
thought that predispose them to view existing inequalities as natural and legitimate. Indeed, the young Hegel had
already said as much.17
Gramsci’s key historical argument is that the bourgeois
state evolved a new institutional structure to avert the cycles
of mass resistance that Europe had witnessed time and
again, first during the 14th century peasants’ revolts, then
during the French Revolution, and once more in 1848. Yet,
by the 20th century, he writes, “all the germs of 1789 were
finally historically exhausted.”18 What had changed? For one
thing, the bourgeoisie had come to realize that extending
suffrage did not pose a threat to their hold on power. Quite
the contrary: by integrating the population into the political
system, mass suffrage offered new methods of legitimation,
allowing the state to co-opt resistance by channeling dissident impulses into moderate parties of loyal opposition.19
(Weber also had a clearheaded understanding of this process. He was an early advocate of liberalization in Germany,
for example, but his primary justification was that this
would bring the domestic legitimacy required to maintain
an assertive foreign policy.)20
Beyond the sphere of formal politics, the night watchman
state of the 19th century had become intertwined, through
networks of patronage and regulation, with a whole group
of ostensibly private institutions in civil society, giving it
new methods of control over the habitus of everyday life.21
One effect of this was to limit the space “outside” of the
state’s influence where movements could emerge before
moving on to confront the regime directly. For Gramsci, the
implication was clear: resistance must begin “inside” the
state, beginning with the hard work of deconstructing the
hegemonic apparatus and then building a new society from
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the inside out by working in schools, the media, and other
institutions of civil society.
In an evocative passage of The Prison Notebooks that contrasts the fate of Russia with the stillborn revolutions of the
West, Gramsci remarks that:
In Russia the State was everything, civil society was
primordial and gelatinous; in the West there was a
proper relation between state and civil society, and
when the State trembled a sturdy structure of civil
society was at once revealed. The State was only an
outer ditch, behind which there stood a powerful system of fortresses and earthworks.22
Intriguingly, Gramsci’s comment closely parallels an observation in book IV of Machiavelli’s The Prince. Here Machiavelli
compares the rapid ease of Alexander’s conquest of the
Persian Empire, accomplished in just a few decisive battles,
with the difficulty of taking and holding territory on the
fragmented political geography of the European peninsula.
The key difference lies in the social structure that underpins state power. Persia was an autocratic state with a single
locus of power, a place where most subjects did not “feel
any particular loyalty.”23 “Once you had got control of it,”
Machiavelli declares, “it would be very easy to hold onto it.”24
On the other hand, a European state like France, because of
its semi-feudal structure, has multiple, overlapping, centers
of power: numerous noble lords are fiercely jealous of their
traditional privileges and rights, and many can mobilize a
loyal retinue of retainers. The consequence of this variegated social structure is that the French state is actually far
more resilient than it appears at first glance.
Gramsci clearly sees a homology between Machiavelli’s
project – the creation of a unified Italian state in dire historical circumstances – and his own drive toward revolution. As Miguel Vatter has argued, Gramsci sees Machiavelli
as among the first modern thinkers to shift conceptions of
human agency away from a necessary “correspondence with
the times” toward a vision of “history as an effect of free
action.”25 Thus the message of The Prince is that a leader
endowed with virtú can succeed in achieving a totally new
state of affairs through concerted political action. However,
Machiavelli’s own activity as an author also suggests that,
before this can happen, a philosophical intervention is
needed to expose the mechanisms of power and reveal a
new space of political possibilities. Philosophy, then, must
minister to the revolution, exposing the terrain on which it
is to take place.
In light of this insight into the role of the philosopher,
Gramsci also praises Machiavelli for understanding that
philosophy’s task extends beyond critique of the existing
order to the “creation of a concrete fantasy,” an evocative
image of the world to come that can serve as a lure for
revolutionary activity.26 Accordingly, the famous critique of
imagined republics in Book XV of The Prince is only the prelude to Machiavelli’s real task of constructing a new political
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imaginary in the last half of the text, one that he intimates
by deploying an enormous variety of rhetorical techniques,
including exhortation (unite Italy!), the introduction of a
new friend/enemy distinction (Italy against the barbarians),
seduction (Fortuna is a woman), and use of a novel political iconography (the lion and the fox, etc).27 Machiavelli’s
text works on multiple registers to shift the reader’s sense
of what is possible and desirable.
The Prince shows that the veneer of unassailable state
is power misleading. Revolutionary change can take place
through the slow, steady proliferation of a counter-hegemonic ideology (“concrete fantasy”) throughout civil society,
so that a new order gestates from within. Or, as Laclau and
Mouffe put it, “For Gramsci, a class does not take State power,
rather it becomes [the] State.”28 In this sense, even writing
from the depths of a fascist prison, Gramsci was comparatively optimistic about the prospects for revolution.
However, even sympathetic readers like Laclau and
Mouffe recognize that Gramsci does not quite carry his
project of tracing the ways that hegemonic power operates in contingent historical circumstances (a key aspect of
what I call power nominalism) to its logical conclusion. For
example, at times he seems to assume that identity formation is functional for the capitalist system (or, conversely,
for revolution), a move that introduces a kind of subterranean teleology into his work. “As soon as the dominant
social group has exhausted its function, the ideological bloc
tends to crumble away,” he declares.29 Yet, insofar as this is
not the case, hegemony may be “stickier” and more difficult
to overturn than Gramsci realizes. Another consequence of
this latent functionalism is that Gramsci appears to conceive
of just a few key nodes of ideological transmission (schools,
churches, etc.) and a relatively small set of relevant identities. As Laclau and Mouffe acknowledge, Gramsci often
treats “political subjects” as “complex collective wills.”30 He
thereby underestimates the radical contingency involved in
the formation of hegemonic blocs and the way that political
identities are overdetermined by social practices. In the next
section, I show how Louis Althusser attempts to respond to
these very dilemmas.
Althusser: Ideology and the Subject
Althusser has a conflicted relationship with Gramsci’s
thought. On the one hand, he insists that “Gramsci is the
only one who went any distance” toward an adequate exploration of ideology.31 At the same time, he remains adamant
that Gramsci’s Hegelianism – in some ways the very core
of his understanding of hegemony – prevented him from
fully appreciating the operation of ideological power in late
capitalism.32 The crux of the matter, according to Althusser,
is that Hegelian Marxists unconsciously accept an “individualist-humanist” conception of the subject that remains
essentially bourgeois in origin.33 Put simply, they speak as if
there exists an ahistorical individual subject that acquires
identities (serf, proletariat, etc.) that it can take on or off,
almost like pieces of clothing, but they fail to raise the prop-
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erly Marxist question: how is this subject itself constituted?
How is it that we take punctual, individual selves for granted as an irreducible feature of reality and the foundation
of politics?
I argue that Althusser attempts to address these questions
by radicalizing the nominalist conception of power, bringing
it down to a microscopic level and showing how it fashions
subjects from the ground up. While hegemony as Gramsci
usually describes it is a kind of class power that individuals live with but can choose to openly confront, Althusser
suggests that ideology makes us what we are. He therefore
raises (perhaps inadvertently) the old question posed by
Weber: what kind of social change remains possible when
power becomes truly pervasive?
At the risk of a reductionist reading, one can perhaps
point to historical causes behind Althusser’s stance.
Gramsci’s thinking was largely defined by the failure of
the revolution to spread after 1917, but he never lived to
see the Soviet Union become a sclerotic, bureaucratic dictatorship. Althusser, by contrast, produced his major works
in the 1960s, at which point the horrors of Stalinism were
plain for all to see. In this context, older questions about the
uncanny resilience of capitalism merged with new ones concerning the resurgence of despotism following a successful
revolution.34 It is perhaps owing to the very nature of such
questions that Althusser was increasingly attentive to the
ubiquity of power and the uncertainty surrounding efforts
to overcome it.
Althusser addresses all of these issues in his essay “Ideology
and Ideological State Apparatuses.”35 Revolutionary philosophy, he explains, has repeatedly misunderstood ideology.
18th century radicals believed that ideology was little more
than an instrumental tactic, deliberately deployed by a
small number of elites. According to this line of thought,
deceitful priests and tyrants circulated myths about religion
and authority in order to buttress their rule, and this reign
of imagination would be broken when the last king was
strangled with the entrails of the last priest.36
The aftermath of 1789 and the restoration, however, suggested to many that the instrumental account was unable
to explain the enduring power of the traditional political
myths. In response to this problem, both Feuerbach and
the young Marx drew on Hegel to develop an alternative
account of ideology as alienation. According to this more
complex view, ideology stems not from a few corrupt elites,
but rather from the entire network of social conditions
through which individuals are separated from their real
human essence or potential as free beings, causing them
to project idealized representations of existence into the
realms of religion, morality, etc.37 Restructuring the material basis of society would allow humanity to recapture its
self-fashioning autonomy, and thus to escape the prison
house of ideology.
For Althusser, both interpretations – ideology as
instrumental tactic of the elite and ideology as social alienation – are unsatisfactory because they “take literally” the
idea that ideology is the “imaginary representation of the…
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real world.”38 More to the point, such “projection” or “de-mystification” theories accept a whole network of problematic
claims: a) there is a transparent “real” world that b) ideology causes us to misperceive but which c) we as individual
subjects can choose to resist by d) bringing to bear a radical critique that will return the subject’s gaze to the world
of truth. However, Althusser argues, these assumptions
remain situated within the intellectual world of bourgeois
humanism and its essentialist notions of human agency and
individual rationality. As such, earlier accounts of ideology,
including those penned by the young Marx, remain ideological to the extent that they are wrapped up with the political commitments of bourgeois society in ways that are not
fully transparent.39
By contrast, Althusser believes that a more satisfactory theory of ideology would be fully constitutive: it would explain
how we come to misrecognize ourselves as subjects in the
first place and how the very stabilization of political “reality”
always already depends on this primordial misrecognition.40
To undertake this reconstruction, Althusser supplements
Marx with Lacanian psychoanalysis. Crucial here is Lacan’s
account of the way that infants in the “mirror stage” come
to see, through their experience of the mother’s gaze, that
they bear an identity beyond the flux of passing physical
sensations. This recognition – that I am a self for the
other – then becomes the foundation for the infant’s projection of an “ideal ego,” the “imaginary” facet of identity
that exists “out there,” and which endures through the
passage of time and the changes of the body.41 The upshot
is that what looks to us like transparent “reality” is always
sutured together by imaginary constructions, including
our notions about the self. This account of the mirror stage
is indispensable for Althusser, since, as Gregory Elliot correctly observes, he effectively attempts “to articulate the
Marxist theory of ideology [within] the Lacanian theory of
the imaginary.”42
Althusser gives the mirror stage a political vector in his
well-known example of “hailing.” Imagine, he says, that a
police officer calls out “Hey, you there!” while walking his
beat.43 When, upon hearing the call, the addressee instinctively turns around, this person suddenly becomes entangled
in social practices that call a new identity into being. Guilty
or not, he suddenly “sticks out” as a knowable individual
with unique characteristics to whom questions can be posed.
Like the child in the mother’s gaze, he becomes a subject for
the Other and must ask himself: what is the meaning of this
call, what am I for the Other? In the process of negotiating
this question, the addressee is interpellated: he becomes a
potential suspect, informant, or perhaps just a case of mistaken identity. At the same time, the encounter is a kind
of ritual in which the addressee/subject/suspect is already
presumed to know the “rules of the game,” e.g. the officer is
to be addressed in a particular way, accorded a certain deference, allowed to make a range of demands or threats, and
so on. The consequence is that the addressee is faced with
the kind of Catch-22 that Lacan calls a “forced choice.”44 To
accept the rules of the game is to become subject to the Law,
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but to fail to observe the ritual is to become guilty – and
thus subject – to the very same Law.
There are two key points to consider here. First, on this
new account ideology is no longer located in beliefs or in a
misperception of social reality but is rather “out there” in the
social ritual itself. “The ‘ideas’ of a human subject,” Althusser
writes, “exist in his action.”45 However, this makes ideology
intractable and “sticky,” since critical thought no longer has
recourse to a separate, uncontaminated realm of the intellect.
Our real ideology is revealed in the very turning around to
face the officer, not our individual conceptions about legitimate authority. Second, Althusser is explicit that “there are
no subjects except by and for their subjection,” which implies
that no aspect of subjectivity is left untouched by ideology.46
Far from being arcane theoretical arguments, these questions are decisive for any conception of political change.
For Althusser, it is as if power relations are sustained by an
invisible field that can never be directly engaged, resulting
in what one commentator has called a “quasi-paranoid discourse about the seamlessness of human disempowerment
and lack of agency” that vacillates between “abject hopelessness” and “uncompromising defiance.”47 It is no coincidence
that during the upheavals of May ’68, Althusser became a tragic figure, a kind of Marxist Hamlet, uncertain and vacillating
about the proper response to spontaneous mass resistance.48
Contemporary theorists who continue to do work that can
be broadly described as Althusserian have suggested that
most of these problems stem from Althusser’s incomplete
reading of Lacan. As Slavoj Žižek points out, Althusser’s
account of interpellation focuses on the interplay between
the Symbolic (language/Law) and the Imaginary (ideal
ego) as depicted in Lacan’s early paper on the mirror
stage (first presented at a conference of the International
Psychoanalytical Association in 1936). Missing in his conception is Lacan’s later notion of the Real as the register that
eludes any attempt at symbolization and which therefore
constitutes what Žižek calls a “dimension ‘beyond interpellation.’”49 This Real “beyond interpellation” makes ideology
necessary (to provide consistency to the subject) but also
incomplete (since it is never seamless), thereby opening a
space for resistance.50 Along similar lines, Alain Badiou has
written that “the point to which Althusser leads us…is the
following: is it possible to think subjectivity without a subject?”51 Once again, the hope is that the presence of a gap
between an original subjectivity and (incomplete) empirical
subjectivation opens the space for radical politics.
Žižek and Badiou make a good point. However, I would
like to suggest that a similar ambiguity about political
change is also present in Althusser’s lectures on Machiavelli,
which suggests to me that it may have deeper sources in his
thought than his reading of Lacan.
For example, although Miguel Vatter correctly points out
that Gramsci and Althusser are “the two significant interpreters of Machiavelli to read his discourse as a revolutionary one,”52 he overlooks a key difference: whereas Gramsci
reads The Prince directly as a strategic document, that is, as
a manifesto that clarifies the techniques of radical politics,
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Althusser extracts from Machiavelli a far more ambivalent
lesson about what we might call, for lack of a better term,
political ontology. To put it more simply, while Gramsci typically reads The Prince as a statement about politics, Althusser
also reads it as a text that says important things about the
ontological composition of the world.
In keeping with the attempt to develop a comprehensive philosophy of “aleatory” materialism in his later works,
Althusser reads Machiavelli’s account of the battle between
virtú and fortuna as an acknowledgement of the purely contingent nature of any political Event.53 He writes:
[T]he Prince is a pure aleatory possibility-impossibility. No class membership predisposes him to assume
his historical task. No social tie binds him to this
people whom he must unify into a nation. Everything
hangs on his virtú.54
On this reading, the prince inhabits a world that is contingent to its very core. Although the historical conditions are
such that the task (unification/revolution) appears nearly
impossible, revolution remains a virtual presence that
haunts politics.
One consequence of Althusser’s ontological interpretation of The Prince is that the status of philosophy undergoes
an important shift. For Gramsci, philosophy directly prepares the ground for revolution, but for Althusser its ability
to fill this role is called into question. “Every [revolutionary]
encounter,” Althusser writes, “is aleatory…in that nothing
prefigures…before the actual encounter, the contours and
determinations of [what] will emerge from it.”55 If this is correct, then philosophical reflection can do relatively little to
bring about a revolutionary situation, or to shape the new
order that will emerge once the dust settles.
This stance also implies that only the retrospective legitimation that comes from a successful revolutionary Event
can certify any action as truly revolutionary. All present acts
of resistance must remain ambiguous: do they open a new
path, or remain complicit in the reigning power relations?
For Althusser, it is impossible to know for certain. Revolution
therefore remains an open question, but, perhaps no more
than a question. Adequately theorizing state power and
the mechanisms of social change remains a problem to be
addressed by his successors, among whom Michael Foucault
is perhaps the most important.
Foucault: Governmentality
At first glance, it might appear that Michel Foucault is
something of an outlier in this discussion. After all, his work
abandons the concept of ideology and, according to some
commentators, in books like The Order of Things Foucault
attempts to break with Marxist frameworks altogether.56
To this extent, Foucault seems to depart from the terrain
on which Gramsci and Althusser operate. Nevertheless, I
argue that these three thinkers share a common theoretical
project: Foucault in fact seeks to complete the nominalist
model of power, tracing its political implications as consist-
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ently as possible. His work, especially the later writings on
governmentality, thus reveals the significance – and the limitations – of the entire enterprise.
Foucault’s comments regarding the nominalist underpinnings of his work are unmistakable. “Let us assume,” he
says, “that universals don’t exist.”57 He takes this to mean
that we should avoid “turning the distinction between the
state and civil society into an historical universal” and focus
our attention on the way power is always related to mutating assemblages of practices or what Foucault calls “technologies of government.”58 This model, which Foucault also
describes as “a physics of power,”59 depicts power as akin to
a play of natural forces, in which each deployment of power
is a unique event that encounters counter-forces, produces
friction, and leads to reactions and strategic adjustments by
other actors.
Foucault’s model can be understood by contrasting it
with the typical functionalist model or part/whole view of
social systems. The functionalist model assumes that any
deployment of power is best characterized by the operation
it preforms for some larger social whole, just as the significance of an organ is characterized by the task it preforms for
the body (e.g. the purpose of the heart is to pump blood).
By contrast, Foucault is remarkably lucid about his shift in
perspective and its practical implications:
By de-institutionalizing and de-functionalizing relations of power we can grasp their genealogy, i.e. the
way they are formed, connect up with each other,
develop, multiply, and are transformed on the basis of
something other than themselves…[in this way] we can
see the respect in which and why they are unstable.60
The concept of governmentality is, he says, designed to
achieve a “triple displacement” of the functionalist conception of power.61 First, Foucault abandons what he calls
the “institutional-centric” approach in order to explore the
“general economy of power” that circulates beyond the walls
of hospitals, schools, and prisons.62 Second, Foucault argues
that power is multivalent: its deployment always produces
effects in excess of whatever function it may perform for the
state or for capitalism. Lastly, Foucault jettisons any idea of
a “ready-made object”63 to trace instead the ways that power
continually (re)constructs its own social objects. Whereas
Althusser compares ideology to a “concert dominated by
a single score”64 (the concert being ideology and the score
being the logic of capital), Foucault tends to embrace metaphors of evolutionary mutation. As we will see, this vantage
point attunes him to the possibility of social change beyond
(or perhaps “below”) the level of a full-blown revolution.
Because of its multiple connotations, governmentality can
be a slippery concept. In his classic survey, Power: A Radical
View, Steven Lukes nicely summarizes its meaning:
Governmentality is…an idea with a multiple reference.
First, to “rationalities of rule” – styles of reasoning
embodied in governing practices. Second, to concep-

tions of the person that they seek to inculcate – such
as the active citizen, the consumer, the enterprising
subject, the psychiatric outpatient, and so on.65
Governmentality, then, refers to the way that every regime
operates with a specific rationality or self-understanding,
simply because the practice of governing requires some perspective on the “content” of government (what the major
goals and priorities are) but also on its proper “form” (the
necessary day-to-day activities, how they should be executed,
by whom, etc.). At the same time, any such self-understanding engenders a vision of the “good subject,” that is, of the
type of person who can be successfully ruled. Thus, on a separate level, governmentality refers to the material “technologies of power” through which subjects are molded, shaped,
coerced, and otherwise incentivized to be good subjects.
Foucault’s basic argument is that governance in Europe
undergoes two seismic mutations during the 17th and 18th
centuries, concomitant with the decline of Christianity, the
emergence of the sovereign state system, and the rise of the
market economy.66 Prior to the Reformation, he observes,
government took its rationality – the standards by which
it judged success or failure – from “outside” the practice of
government itself, especially from transcendent conceptions
of justice and salvation.67 However, this transcendent frame
collapses when the Wars of Religion result in the creation
of sovereign states nested within the modern state system.68 The advent of the international system is, he insists,
“undoubtedly one of the most fundamental mutations in…
Western history.”69 Henceforth, competition between the
major political units is better organized, more sustained, and
more intense as compared with the sporadic, ad hoc, personalistic rivalries that characterized the previous epoch.70
The scale of the new interstate competition means that
raison d’Etat increasingly becomes the dominant framework
for thinking about government: success is now defined as
whatever allows for the proper development of a state’s
power or “forces” (its number of inhabitants, wealth, etc.),
because only a state that can defend itself is able to support
the pursuit of other goals, including goals such as justice and
salvation.71 More and more aspects of life are brought under
state supervision as raison d’Etat comes to the forefront,
and Foucault is here providing the larger historical context
for the rise of disciplinary practices inside institutions such
as hospitals and militaries that he explores in earlier works
such as The Birth of the Clinic and Discipline and Punish.
The second mutation of governmentality occurs in the
18th century when the advent of statistics makes it possible
for the state to conceive of its inhabitants not as a loose collection of persons, but rather as a “population,” an abstract
statistical “thing” that manifests its own natural patterns.72
Almost immediately a host of social processes – birth and
mortality rates, exchange rates, sexual regulations, and similar affairs of everyday life – suddenly become targets of
state intervention. This new mode of governmentality seeks
order with a light touch: its goal is to create an overlapping
system of laws, regulations, and economic incentives such
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that individuals naturally seek to become self-disciplined
subjects who work and live in ways that are conducive to the
“perfection of the state,” above all by generating continuous
economic growth.73
Another way to understand how modern governmentality
functions is to set aside this complicated historical genealogy and examine Foucault’s idiosyncratic interpretation of
The Prince.74 Unlike many contemporary readers, he does
not see Machiavelli as signaling the dawn of modernity, but
rather as the final chapter in medieval political thought, a
point that Foucault illustrates by reading The Prince alongside Francis Bacon, that barometer of all things modern.75
Machiavelli, he notes, is entirely concerned with traditional
objects of power: the “transcendent” sovereign prince, his
retinue, and his territory.76 The basic question of The Prince
surrounds the “acquisition or loss of the principality” in
military conflict.77 Yet, Machiavelli seems strangely unconcerned about “the possibility that the king may be driven
out” by the people in “sedition or riot,” or the possibility that
disobedience will harm the economy.78 As a result, he does
not make the connection between power and governance
proper. That is, Machiavelli fails to address the problem of
how to structure the social order so that popular obedience
is continuously assured in ways that enhance the power of
the state. Because of this, the techniques that Machiavelli
recommends are theatrical and sporadic (such as the gruesome public execution of Ramiro d’Orco) and he elevates
the personal virtú of the ruler over impersonal knowledge
(science, economics).
By contrast, Francis Bacon fully exemplifies modern governmentality. He is fundamentally concerned with the problem of popular disobedience and the ways it corrodes state
power. Sedition, Bacon says, is mostly caused by poverty
and radical ideology (what he refers to as rebellions of “the
belly” and those of “the head”).79 These are problems that
cannot be adequately addressed by occasional, symbolic
displays of sovereignty. Rather, the state must, as much as
possible, preempt sedition altogether by continual, minute
intervention in social processes at the granular level, and
this, in turn, requires expert knowledge and a professionalized state apparatus. Specifically, Bacon recommends the
supervision of popular opinion, the repression of begging
and idleness, and techniques that boost economic efficiency
such as “increasing the circulation of money by reducing the
rate of interest” and reducing barriers to trade.80
Notice how this form of power operates: the key factor is not
what individuals think about their class situation (Gramsci),
or how they come to acquire subjectivity (Althusser), but
how they respond as natural beings to a social environment
that has been minutely structured with specific incentives
and stimuli. What Bacon advocates, and what modern governmentality attempts to institutionalize, is a form of behaviorism avant la lettre in which subjects respond “naturally”
to social incentives as if they were a kind of natural stimulus.
How does Foucault’s work compare to the related reconceptualizations of power that we find in Gramsci and
Althusser? Some critics have argued that governmentality
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is simply a reversion to the old (essentially Weberian) theory of the all-powerful autonomous state that intervenes
in society.81 But this criticism misses the mark because, in
Foucault’s ontology, the state is not an independent “thing,”
but merely one moment in the flux of social practices, or, as
he puts it, “the state is inseparable from the set of practices
by which the state actually became a way of doing things.”82
The state coalesces out of a series of heterogeneous practices in everyday life such as interacting with the police,
paying taxes, going to the DMV, or reacting to changes in
interest rates. Thus conceived, the state is a virtual presence,
something that appears transcendent because it is sustained
as the necessary background for these everyday encounters
with power.
Other critics charge that, like Althusser, Foucault ignores
the scope of human agency by assuming that people are
mostly passive subjects of power. According to Michel de
Certeau, whose version of this critique is better than most,
Foucault fails to appreciate those everyday moments of
creativity – acts like choosing where to walk, how to cook,
and what to say – that compose a veritable “network of antidiscipline’’ inside any system of order.83 There are always,
insists Certeau, spaces “outside the reach of panoptic
power.”84 Yet, this assessment also falls short, at least where
it is applied to Foucault’s later work on governmentality. To
see why, we only need to reconsider Althusser’s account of
“hailing,” this time from a more Foucauldian perspective, in
which a model of social practices as a play of forces replaces
Althusser’s psychoanalytic model of subjectivization.
Imagine again that a police officer suddenly stops a young
man on the streets of Paris by calling out “Hey you there!”
This action might have relatively little to do with official
policing duties; perhaps the officer is motivated by racism,
or trying to earn a promotion, or maybe he is just having a
bad day. Whatever its cause, Foucault agrees with Althusser
that the encounter immediately calls into play relations
of authority, subordination, risk, etc. that maintain order
and reinforce the virtual presence of the state by conjuring a momentary island of power. However – and this is
Foucault’s major claim – these encounters have a variety
of unpredictable effects because fluid material practices are
not fully governed by a larger logic, including the Marxian
logic of capital, Weberian bureaucratic rationalization, or
Lacanian theories about the structure of subjectivity. As a
radical nominalist, Foucault treats these larger structures
as abstractions built up from nothing but particular acts.
What results from the encounter between the officer and
the young man is, to an indeterminate degree, contingent
upon what takes place between them on that day. Perhaps
nothing much will happen. Or perhaps a popular demonstration will coalesce, eventually setting fire to hundreds of
vehicles throughout Paris, maybe even resulting in a change
in policing tactics. The stage is not set beforehand.
In essence, Foucault short-circuits the question about
revolutionary change that preoccupied Weber, Gramsci, and
Althusser by shifting the ontological context in which the
question of political resistance makes sense.85 He does this
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by moving to a model of power as a milieu of forces that
are constantly evolving and running up against friction.
For him, there is always some kind of non-localizable resistance underway. In this case, the really important question is
not the philosophical one (Is revolution possible?) but the
empirical one about how and under what circumstances
specific strategies of resistance have particular effects.
Conclusion: Max Weber Redux?
But is Foucault’s attempt to change the question sufficient? There are reasons to be doubtful. Slavoj Žižek has
recently suggested that his effort to maintain a consistent
nominalism merely reenacts all the traditional metaphysical quandaries about the relationship between particulars and universals, parts and wholes, etc.86 Consider, for
example, the crucial question: what, exactly, is the connection between micro-practices and the larger political order,
for Foucault? If micro-practices are not parts of a functional
system, and we assume that there are no transhistorical
universals or modes of subjectivity…then what? The problem is that, unless Foucault can say more about the general
connection between micro-practices and the larger social
order, an analysis of governmentality cannot articulate the
full empirical significance of any particular use of power,
and therefore cannot fulfill the very task that it implicitly
sets for itself. It would seem, then, that an analysis of governmentality remains parasitic on more general judgments
about social formations or functional systems. Yet, these are
precisely the sort of more universal notions that Foucault’s
nominalist “physics of power” is designed to avoid. If Žižek’s
line of critique is correct, then an impasse has been reached.
On the other hand, it seems clear to me that at crucial points
in his explication of governmentality in Security, Territory,
Population, Foucault’s arguments do in fact hinge on the
same conceptions of society as a functional social system
that characterize much traditional sociology. So, although
Foucault speaks sardonically of the need to replace theories
based on “a circular ontology” of the state and its bureaucracy “growing like a huge monster or automatic machine,”87
his actual argument is that the Peace of Westphalia and the
rise of the modern state system constitutes the turning point
in the political history of the modern West. After 1648, international competition increasingly forces states to discipline
their populations and encourage economic growth; this, in
turn, requires a competent bureaucratic apparatus of the
kind described by Francis Bacon. Of course, this historical
narrative is essentially the same one depicted by Max Weber
and his contemporary interpreters,88 and the result is that
Foucault’s basic diagnosis of political modernity is far closer
to Weber’s than is usually recognized.89
Foucault also comes to share some of Weber’s pessimism regarding modern politics. As the excellent anthology
Foucault and Neoliberalism has persuasively shown, towards
the end of his life he began to suspect that many (center)
Left attempts to achieve progressive social change have had
the opposite effect of reinforcing state power in troubling
ways.90 Daniel Zamora argues that Foucault was “seduced”
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by neoliberal ideas and came to see the welfare state and its
continual dirigiste interventions in economic life as modes
of governmentality that might become just as oppressive
for the individual as free market capitalism.91 If Zamora is
right, Foucault’s late work recreates the old concerns about
the inescapable power of the administrative state that run
from Tocqueville to Weber to Hayek and beyond. At times,
Foucault’s prognosis appears similarly bleak.
What, then, is the takeaway? I argue we learn at least
two things from the “power nominalist” responses to
Weber developed by Gramsci, Althusser, and Foucault.
First, their respective theories of hegemony, ideology,
and governmentality do expose the myriad ways that
everyday relationships of power underpin the state. To
this extent, they represent an effective critique of Weber
and indicate some important avenues of resistance.
However – and this is perhaps the major lesson – I have
also tried to show that none of the nominalist responses
are entirely coherent on their own terms or satisfactory
from a political perspective.
This means that we must continue to take seriously
Weber’s suggestion that, due to a variety of institutional,
economic, and technological processes, meaningful social
change is now bound up with the rotation of elites and the
continual expansion of state power. We need a theory of
social change that is more sensitive to the ways in which
the hierarchical power of the state (and the increasingly
dynamic technological infrastructure at its disposal) is able
to lock an enduring socio-political framework into place.
More specifically, we need an improved understanding of
the reciprocal relationships that exist between hierarchy
and complex systems, wherever social processes appear.
Such a theory would still draw on Gramsci, Althusser, and
Foucault, but it would also have to modify their concepts in
significant ways. Clearly, this is a very tall order. My purpose
here has been primarily diagnostic, that is, to help point out
some unresolved problems whose very lack of resolution
might point the way forward.
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This article explores the consequences of discourses of “boundless receptivity to failure” in advanced digital
capitalism, as illustrated by the Silicon Valley mantras “fail often” and “safe to fail” on the individual-subject
formation. The article highlights issues related to the temporal dimension in grappling with personal experiences
of failure – as a transitional moment between past, present and future – by drawing on Hartmut Rosa’s theory
of the structural modifications of our relationship to time in late modernity, specifically our perception of the
“speeding up of life,” and its consequences for subjective forms of selfhood. How has the peculiar relationship
to temporality at stake in the subject’s experience of failure been re-shaped by structural modifications of
the “materiality of time?” I first argue that the modern-day agenda for fast recovery pathologizes residual
emotional attachments associated with the necessary process of “working out a narrative of failure,” as
explored by sociologist Richard Sennett. This in turn triggers a greater need to “fix” failure through digital
technical procedures. Second, I point to a new design model, the “lean principle,” as a paragon of structural
modifications of the “materiality of time.” I show that this new design paradigm, which has been spreading
beyond the industrial sector in which it originates to fuel new modes of thinking and subjectivities, strips
the experience of failure out from its temporal dimension. Failure can no longer be represented as a temporal
rupture between the present and the future. Such a de-temporalized and renewed signification of failure
eludes any subjective libidinal engagement in dealing with “unmet expectations” (i.e., failure).
Keywords: Failure; Social Acceleration; Design; Identity; Temporality

Introduction
Since sociologist Richard Sennett first grappled with failure as one of the Personal consequences of work in the New
Capitalism in his book written 20 years ago, the “great modern taboo”1 surrounding failure in popular literature that
is overwhelmingly focused on disseminating advice about
success has by now been largely unveiled. In the wake of
discourses on resilience and empowerment, managers,
entrepreneurs and start-ups alike are invited to give testimony of their failures in joint celebration during corporate
events. CIOs enumerate in TED talks their countless numbers of failed attempts at setting up their business before
they eventually succeeded. Beyond these examples arising
from the zeitgeist of advanced, digital capitalism, failure has
also recently become an area of study for sociologists and
anthropologists.2 At stake in the examination of failure is
the task of providing “material” (ethnographic and empirical) to go against the grain of a tendency to “move on” and
“wash away failure.” A recently published volume addresses
the Material Culture of Failure (2017) to show that “each fail-

ures […] is productive of something” and through its analysis,
“the full pragmatics – material, social and political – of the
end of the world may be known.”3 To broaden an account of
failure and look at how objects are engaged in failing rather
than solely a specific interest in “material failure” (i.e., how
objects fail) Carroll et al. locate failure “within the relational
capacity of the person and the power dynamic of subject/
object”4 (italics added). The present article contributes to
this theoretical venture in interrogating failure not from the
view of the materiality of designed things, but the way failure impacts the individual-subject formation.
To that end, I take as a point of departure Sennett’s scrutiny of what it feels like to fail in a career in the corporate
world in the 90s and how it is possible to come to grips with
the experience of failure, namely through narratives. I revisit
Sennett’s account of coping with failure which he originally made within the context of the individual’s increasing
perception of the “speeding up of life” in advanced digital
capitalism and object of theoretical study, called social
acceleration. Amongst well-established scholarly works on
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social acceleration,5 German sociologist and social theorist
Hartmut Rosa takes prominence. For Rosa, social acceleration articulates three fundamental processes characteristic
of our late modernity: 1) technological acceleration (i.e.,
“the speeding up of intentional, goal-directed processes of
transport, communication, and production”) 2) the acceleration of social change, in line with philosopher Lübbe’s
theory of “the contraction of the present”6 and 3) the acceleration of the pace of life (i.e., the speed and compression
of actions and experiences in everyday life).7 Contemplating
these three processes all together, Rosa points out how postmodern individuals’ relationship to time is that of a paradox.
How can it be possible that individuals experience a perception of scarcity of their free time, or time tout court – workers, parents, or business leaders all bemoan the difficulty of
accomplishing their daily activities in just the 24 hours of
the day – whereas technological acceleration should enable
individuals and groups to achieve their goals in less time,
thereby enjoying more time free from constraint. For Rosa,
the perception that everything goes too fast, this “time-pressure paradox,” is not accidental, yet constitutes the experience of modern human beings.
What interests me is a theoretical development of Rosa’s
account of social acceleration that has been rather less commented on, one that regards the consequences of this phenomenon for the construction of personal identity and the
formation of the self.8 Namely, I will pay attention to the
chapter in Rosa’s seminal book, Social Acceleration: a new
theory of modernity,9 dedicated to the figure of the “Drifters
and Players:” a new kind of anthropological man borne out
of “the acceleration in the temporal structures of modern
society”10 and well-suited to an experience of time that has
become discontinuous in new advanced capitalist societies. For Rosa, these new forms of subjective engagement
with time illustrated with the “Drifters and Players” solve
a crucial problem: the incompatibility between, on the one
hand, individuals’ primary need to unfold their life along a
narrative, and, on the other hand, the postmodern experience of disjointed time. Lippmann, at the beginning of the
First World War, had already warned of the gap between
“conducting a career” and the postmodern human’s erratic
and drifting experience of time,11 while Richard Sennett
also brings this dilemma into focus as he elaborates on the
“working out of the narrative of failure” in the corporate
world.
The present article further explores this problem that is
intrinsic to the accelerated logic of postmodernity. My overarching aim is to show that current discourses about failure in the design of digital technology seemingly succeed
in overcoming the tension between negotiating a transitional, uncertain, lived-experience surrounding failure,
and the speeding up of postmodern digital life; not only
because new subjective forms of selfhood and identity are
well-suited to the new “materiality of time” as sustained by
Rosa, but because the very signification of failure in relation to temporality has been radically transformed through

new temporal paradigms sustained by design models and
digitalized procedures. Tina Seelig, Executive Director of
the Stanford Technology Ventures Program, encourages her
audience to “fail fast, frequently, and cheaply. That is, to use
quick, rapid, prototypes.”12 I seek to demonstrate that, in this
context, it becomes possible to embrace the culture of failure, as long as the temporal scope of failure – the transition
between past, present and future, that which the individual-subject negotiates to produce new forms of investments
into further projects and objects – is fundamentally recast.
In order to throw light on this tour de force of the rational
design of new discourses so as to embrace failure, since
they bypass the “working out of the narrative of failure” as
developed by Sennett, I look at the experience of grappling
with failure by drawing on the psychoanalytically infused
concept of mourning. Mourning, the process of coming to
terms with the loss of a loved one (or of an ideal or a project)
shares with failure a similar feature. They are both transitional states, and central in their development is the temporal dimension. Likely, Freud’s two successive formulations
of mourning and its distinguishing features in comparison
to melancholia is a heuristic tool to formulate my argument. I first argue that in the context of a “high-speed” and
digital society, failure is understood as successfully coming
to term with grief opposed to an unsuccessful one. Such an
exclusive version of mourning as failure pathologizes emotional attachments in dealing with failure, and consequently
triggers a greater need to “fix” failure through technical
procedures.
Furthermore, mourning is a rich conceptual tool to point
to the libidinal dimension, which plays an important role in
the ability of the individual-subject to detach from the lost
object and re-invest in new objects. I then point to a new
design paradigm, the “lean model,” since, in my view, this to
a large extent substantiates modifications of the temporal
structures, radically transforming our relationship to the
future, and to failure. I point out the consequence for the
subject of how a new temporal paradigm introduced by the
“lean model”13 narrows down the temporal scope of failure. I
argue that any libidinal engagement associated with “unmet
expectations” (i.e., failure) no longer holds the experience of
failure. Indeed, the temporal rupture, characteristic of failure and traditionally a prerequisite for a work of mourning
to begin, is dissolved in a liminal temporal space where the
future is fundamentally “unknown.”14 One may therefore
understand how the mantras “safe to fail” and “failing often”
can be easily replicated. Yet such a new de-temporalized relationship to failure is costly.
This article straddles the disciplines of design technologies, exemplified here with the case of the “lean model,”
and theories of subjective individual experiences of failure,
which I explore through the lens of the psychodynamic
concept of mourning originating in Freudian theory. In the
literature on designed objects and new technologies, it is
now commonly shared that design does not only produce
things, crafted objects or assemblages; it partakes in creating
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a network of meanings and webs of significations. Design
objects and emerging technologies are enmeshed with our
way of memorizing, our cognitive processes, capacity to imagine and to desire. The subtitle of Adam Greenfield’s book
Radical Technologies: The Design of Everyday Life,15 is telling
of the intermingled relationship between designed digital
objects, such as smartphones, cryptocurrency, or augmented reality devices, and the self and other, as “to transform
the very ground of our social being in a particular inimical
way.”16 Greenfield, in line with other new critical voices17
raising the seductive logic of technologies, begs for a pause
in the relentless production of new assemblages in order
to ponder on the implications – political, cultural, subjective – of the way new smart design objects produce a body
of practices and powerfully fuel socio-imaginaries that are
“pushing back the bounds of the possible.”18 In resituating the problematic of failure within a theoretical scrutiny
of the modifications of the “materiality of time,” and by
drawing on Cameron Tonkinwise’s critical analysis of the
temporal paradigmatic shift of the “lean design model,”19
this article attempts to contribute to this pause from the
“self-reinforcing momentum” of ever-emerging “cleverly”
designed objects, whose body of practices suffuses the way
the subject/object relationship to failure might be discursively reframed. Furthermore, in specifically pointing out the
dimension of libidinal investment, this article is in the same
vein of work as contemporary French philosopher Bernard
Stiegler, who is indebted to the Freudian theory of libidinal energy and desire. Stiegler takes on the question of the
“liquidation of desire”20 and the weakening of the libidinal
dimension as a characteristic of the crisis of hyper-industrialized economies.
How drifters and Players navigate in an Accelerated
Society
In the following part I examine Hartmut Rosa’s notion of
“situational identity” exemplified in the figure of “Drifters and Players:” a pattern of personal identity traits that,
according to Rosa, accounts for the changes of paradigm in
temporal structure between modernity and late modernity, whereby time is now experienced as discontinuous and
“temporalized.”
“Temporalization of time” and “situational identity”
Two dimensions constitutive of personal identity – time and
space – have, for Rosa, undergone substantial changes with
the advent of the “accelerated logic of modernity.” To begin
with, while defining identity as a “function of our relationship to space, time, fellow human beings and the objects
of our environment (or to our action and experience)”21
Rosa emphasizes the narrative regime of identity through
the notion of “temporalization of life.” In modern societies,
people construct their life along standard biographical-patterns such as childhood, education, work life, retirement
and old age; “a temporal project [that] unfolds in a day-today conduct of life.”22 Individuals’ subjective formation in

the modern period is thus a matter of “identity-constituting
time horizons”23 that serve to bring about two important
and interrelated characteristics of the personality trait of
modern selfhood. Individuals can build a sense of responsibility “for what one’s life becomes”24 while the “temporalization of life” anchors individuals’ identity into a temporality that projects them into possible futures, in the vein of
Norbert Elias’s idea of a growing “compulsion of foresight.”
Disenfranchising him/herself from the traditional social
structures, obligatory traditions, rigid and pre-given roles of
the pre-modern society, the modern individualized self takes
back control over the process of leading his/her own life,
while nonetheless still thinking that his/her future remains
underpinned by/sustained by the representation of a “foreseeable course of events.”25
Contrariwise, high-speed societies throw the late modern self into a temporalized time that makes the course of
life of the late modern self an unpredictable journey. The
“time horizon” against which personal identity unfolds in
modern societies, simply vanishes. Time-compression and
the acceleration of the pace of life in late modernity undermines the “representation of duration as to organize oneself
along a line that stretches from the past into the future with
identifiable temporal patterns.”26 Rosa questions whether
it even remains possible for the late modern self to form
an identity with a narrative thread when individuals more
than ever face major life-changes in the course of their lives.
The multiplication of career changes, of expatriation in
new countries or change in families such as divorces continuously reshape the narrative thread of one’s course of
life. All these unforeseeable events afford to identity “only
an extremely limited temporal consistency” underlines
D’Ambrosio27 when exploring Rosa’s situational identity.
Probably, whilst the modern project of the self was to find
one’s place or one’s role, along with life-models available in
society, in the accelerated logic of late modernity, coherence
and stability are no longer bases around which identities are
formed. Given the “increase of possible choices with respect
to the shaping of one’s biography,”28 as Rosa asserts, and the
heightened possibility of differentiating oneself regarding
religion, residence, family, sexuality, nationality and so on,
it has become increasingly normal to perceive the contingency of life’s roles. An illustration of this can be found, for
Rosa, in the use of verbal expressions such as “working as
a baker” or “living with Mary” during people’s casual talk;
instead, “being a baker,” or “being Mary’s husband,” generally used in modern societies, convey the permanence of the
individual’s representation of their life’s roles. In line with
Luhmann’s pessimist view of the loss of place, Beck’s notions
of “polygamy of place” or Bauman’s “liquefying world,”29 for
Rosa, the dilution of the time-space dimension of identity
results in a “multiplicity of selfhood,” a self without any
core. No longer grounded into places and biographical time
frame, personal identity has become “situational,” individuals’ decisions are taken from “time to time” according to contextual needs and desires.
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Situational identity, the new dominant form of personal
identity in late modernity, appears, at first glance, to be an
opportunity for individuals to navigate on an even keel in an
accelerated society. Terms like Players, Drifters or Gamblers,
which Hörning, Ahrens and Gerhard30 use to categorize the
new pattern of personality traits, are telling denominations
of the quasi-instrumental relationship to discontinuous
time. Rosa looks at the way the postmodern individual orientates him/herself when dealing with time schedules (e.g.,
meetings with friends, engaging in social events), with the
aim of maximizing opportunities out of the contingencies
of the time schedule. In particular, Rosa draws on Hörning,
Ahrens and Gerhard’s description of the Players’ particular
way of relating to others and to events in relation to time
planning and management. Driven by an “event-oriented
time praxis,” rather than planning and time calculation,
Hörning, Ahrens and Gerhard show that the gambler’s main
concern is to “avoid rigid time routines and established time
engagements”31 whereas “temporal references can be kept
variable and combined in new ways.”32 Facebook’s functionality of “maybe,” added to the usual binary choice – “yes” or
“no” – to inform friends or event organizers of whether one
will attend an upcoming social event, strikingly illustrates
lack of choice as an essentialized attribute (i.e., uncertainty
about attending an event is brought to the same level of
certitude as yes or no) and this exemplifies well Rosa’s definition of a “situational” relationship to engagement and time;
one that is utterly contingent.
While “gamblers and players” are seemingly at ease in
dealing with the temporalization of time, this comes at the
expense of their relationship to the other dimension of
authenticity: a dimension which, as I briefly explore in the
paragraph below with Paul Ricoeur’s account of narrative
identity, is as crucial to identity as the time-space dimension.
Rosa’s take on the Players and Drifters borrows from Richard
Sennett’s key finding of a correlation between experiencing
disjointed time in late capitalism and the “time-juggling
player’s” tendency to relinquish the “aspiration of reflexively
controlling and actively leading a life”33 utters Rosa. Sennett
was himself inspired by Lippmann’s diagnosis in 1914 of
people’s drifting lives in the context of the new economy,
which Sennett illustrates in The Corrosion of Character
through long interviews he conducted with workers who
struggle to hold on to their lives in the face of the meaningless experience arising from the flexible management of corporations. For instance, in an interview with “Rico,” a worker
who had lost his job and was mulling over what he would be
able to pass on to his children, Sennett points out a major
consequence in Rico’s34 struggle to keep authority while his
own life was subsumed within feelings of drift. The experience of discontinuous time compels individuals to free
themselves from emotional attachments to timeless values
of commitment, trust, and purpose in life, leading to some
resolution. As Rosa reiterates, Sennett’s seminal quote “No
‘longer term’ disorients action over the long term, loosens
bonds of trust and commitment, and divorces will from

behaviour” (Sennett, 1998, p.31) is a consequence of the
“inability of people to form their character into sustained
narratives.”35
Philosopher Paul Ricoeur’s concept of narrative identity
interestingly articulates the notion of commitment and
trust in the context of identity. For Ricoeur, narratives are
not merely a means to recollect one’s own memories of
the past; they are an expression of the inter-relationship
between self and other, entangled in stories. Here, two poles
constitute one’s own identity. Idem, the pole of sameness,
corresponds to innate and acquired attitudes. Ipse, the pole
of selfhood, involves the engagement of the self with the
other; that is, trustworthiness and faithfulness despite the
transformations that mark the path of life. Herein, narrative identity is deployed around the engagement of the
self with the other, one that is of an ethical kind. The self
identifies “with the place from which the other tells his/
her story” posits Ricoeur.36 What does Ricoeur teach us
here? The more the self orientates him/herself depending
on situational benefits to maximize various life opportunities at the expense of committing to another, the more the
pole of Ipse, the relationship to others engaged through the
re-telling of stories with others, a pole constitutive of identity, diminishes. What remains is a dis-balance between the
side of Ipse and Idem, an identity turned towards the reproduction of acquired attitudes, a reproduction of the same:
self-centered yet impoverished.
As we have seen throughout this first part, offering an
account of the ways in which changes in temporal structures (namely the acceleration of the pace of life) affect
people’s experience of a temporalized time, a haunting
question arises for authors concerned with identity, such as
Rosa, Lippmann and Sennett. The difficulty of maintaining
a representation of oneself into a “sustained narrative” when
micro-planning, the emergence of de-synchronized time,
and the multiplication of choices and opportunities all fundamentally disrupt the representation of such “sustained
narrative.” Importantly, however, and as we will see in the
following, according to Sennett, this struggle for a narrative
affords to individuals a way to overcome failure. In the next
part, I present Sennett’s notion of “working out the narrative
of failure,” which, as I show, mirrors Ricoeur’s understanding
of the “labour of narrative.” The detour through Ricoeur’s
notion enables us to introduce Freud’s concept of mourning connected with the process of “working-through.” Then,
a detailed scrutiny of the evolution in Freud’s definition of
mourning as opposed to melancholia leads us to present the
first argument of this article.
Failure and mourning as a “struggle” of narrative
Richard Sennett’s scrutiny of failure in the competitive
market of flexible capitalism shares similar features with
Ricoeur’s venture to account for the mourning process as a
narrative. For both, the “struggle” (with Sennett) and “labour”
(with Ricoeur) of narrative is the only path to dealing with
failure and sorrow. In the Corrosion of Character, Sennett
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recounts a gathering at a café in New York of middle-aged
male programmers who had recently lost their jobs at their
company (IBM). Sennett mentions three stages in the men’s
attempt at making sense of failing to keep their job: from
initial feelings of having been betrayed by their company,
through finding the cause of their plight in external and foreign forces of the global economy, to, eventually, acknowledging their own lack of insight and will to prospect further
career development and make change long before they were
fired. Importantly for Sennett, what enabled the programmers to break out of a sense of aimlessness and impotence
was the “narrative form”: the programmers’ active re-working of themselves towards instantiating their own place,
recovering a sense of exerting themselves as actors amidst
the overall story of their company, from the figure of victimized workers, to regain a “solid authorial ‘I.’”37 As Sennett
argues: “The healing of narrative comes from precisely that
engagement with difficulty. […] A good narrative acknowledges and probes the reality of all the wrong ways life can
and does turn out.”38
Reflecting upon the resource of narrative as a way of dealing with fragmented experiences such as the trauma of the
Holocaust, or a more ordinary sorrow such as grief over the
death of a loved one, Ricoeur’s approach of narrative is in
tune with Sennett’s idea of the “the narrative working out of
failure”39 (italics added) illustrated above. Ricoeur proposes
an understanding of narratives as not only recounting the
past, but also encompassing the capacity to “endure” to
“bear.” This does not mean that narrating provides people
with greater courage and strength to undergo the plight of
sorrow. For Ricoeur, it is a matter of regaining fully one’s
own existence as a “capable man.” Instead of grounding
his argument in the representation of the “fallible man,”
Ricoeur engages with the notion of “ability.” Namely, the
philosopher emphasizes the very first ability, language, even
though he is aware of differences between social classes, cultivated people and less capable persons, in making use of the
tool of language to defend their interests. Giving an account
through trying to narrate a path in some way counters
inequalities and power relations in the face of the primary
ability – language – by instantiating the person as “accountable.” In locating the ability to narrate as the prerequisite to
feeling accountable, Ricoeur mirrors Sennett’s view of the
outcome of the programmers’ discussion, for whom “simply
declaring one’s will to endure will not suffice.”40 By facing
the clarifying, defining moment that they were not merely
victims of their companies, nor of the global economy at
large, yet actively took part in their fate by their prior unwillingness to act towards other career paths, the programmers
became accountable for their own story. As Sennett puts it:
“the preservation of one’s own active voice is the only way to
make failure bearable.”41
Ricoeur’s peculiar approach of narrative, like Sennett’s
interpretation of the “narrative working out of failure,”
needs a more detailed scrutiny of the “resources of the story
that make sorrow bearable.” What resources of the story

allow for regaining one’s own authority over hardship?
Here, Ricoeur provides a conceptualization of narratives
that combines two of Freud’s seminal texts: Mourning and
Melancholia and Remembering, Repeating, Working-Through.
In doing so, Ricoeur develops the idea of the “work of narrative” since it also takes place within a work of memory,
connected to resistant processes set up against remembering past events. First, sorrow, like grief, calls for mourning.
Drawing on Freud’s definition, Ricoeur understands mourning as “the test of reality showed that the loved object
ceased existing and the entire libido is commanded to give
up the bond which attached it to this object. It is against
this that there is an understandable revolt.”42 In using the
expression “understandable revolt” Freud reckons that the
mood in experiencing mourning is a “painful” one which
triggers “complaints,” for the libido is bound to the reality
order. Difficult feelings and emotions arise from facing the
gap between the persistence of the loved object in psychic
intimacy and its disappearance in reality. For Ricoeur, the
work of mourning precisely amounts to re-telling differently these “complaints” through narratives. And narrating is a “struggle” since it takes place within the process of
going back and forth between the compulsion to repeat
(i.e., the resistance against the complete withdrawal of the
libido from the lost object) and letting go. Eventually working-through this struggle and complaints by enabling the
subject to set free the lost object from the libido, Ricoeur
posits that mourning brings about “reconciliation” with
the lost object, which is interiorized as “a kind of internal
icon.”43 In focusing on the dimension of “working-through”
resistances at play in “narrating otherwise” (i.e., the steering
of the subject’s engagement with his/her own struggles),
Ricoeur throws light on the “materiality of time” – to borrow
Wajcman’s expression44 – made up of “the existence of the
lost object [which is] psychically prolonged.”45 It is needless
to say that the work of mourning is a “long and patient travail” recalls Ricoeur.46 Freud also points out how the conflict
between complying (i.e., “the obedience of the libido”47) to
the orders of reality and clinging to past emotional attachments to the lost object [characteristic of the mourning
process], “is carried out at (a) great expense of time and
cathectic energy.”48 It is a step by step process, “carried out
piecemeal” over a long time.
The very idea, in mourning, of lingering emotional attachments to the lost object ascribes to temporality a key role.
Here it must be underlined that in a second text, The Ego
and the Id, written six years later in 1923, and absent from
Ricoeur’s approach to mourning, Freud does not tie the
successful realization of mourning with the subject’s ability
to set him/herself totally free from past emotional attachment. Freud’s first formulation of mourning, in Mourning
and Melancholia, which Ricoeur refers to, opposed a normal
working out of grief (i.e., when the mourner succeeds in
relinquishing their previous emotional lingering related to
the lost object in the name of forming new attachments),
to an abnormal one in which the pathological condition
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of the melancholic structure of the response to the loss
reveals the subject’s inability to cleave from the lost-object
in order to find consolation in the form of a substitute for
what has been lost. The inability to mourn puts at risk the
subject’s psychic well-being. In Freud’s second formulation
in The Ego and the Id, however, the stark distinction between
“normal” and “abnormal” work of mourning becomes inoperative; Freud rehabilitates melancholia as part of a normal
process of grief. The mourner is no longer immune to the
ambivalence of the clinging to the past, although he can
work towards forming new bonds with new objects. Even
when the mourner does not manage entirely to “free his
libido from the lost object” says Freud49 in the Ego and Id,
this does not stop the mourner from re-investing a libidinal attachment towards new objects. This does not mean
that there is no more pathological response to the loss,
but lingering emotional attachments do not prevent the
mourner from re-investing towards new objects, and this
affords some “materiality” to the temporal dimension of the
past. This gives room to think of the notion of nostalgia, not
as a pathologic feature of our relationship to the past, but
as potentially positively constitutive of historical narratives.
Looking at the ethical and consolatory work of elegiac poetry
in offering a personal way of thinking through the meaning
of urgent suffering as people grieve, Jahan Ramazani50 takes
up Freud’s second formulation, with the notion of “melancholic mourning.” The latter, for Ramazani, is best suited to
account for the multiple layers of memory work and historical complexities of societies.
Discontinuous time and pathologizing lingering
emotions: the urge to “fix” failure
After the illuminating outcome of the ex-IBM programmers’ narratives, coming to an awareness that “their own
actions matter to the story” of their “failure” in being fired,
Sennett’s conclusion of the chapter entails a rather pessimistic overtone. How is it possible to believe in a “narrative
working out of failure” when, at the same time, one subscribes to Lippmann’s view on the metaphor of drift, Taylor
and Bauman’s critique of discontinuous time that prevents
the self from getting a sense of continuity in life? “There
is little room for understanding the breakdown of a career,
if you believe that all life history is just an assemblage of
fragments”51 concludes Sennett (p.133). Or, could it be that
in the context of the acceleration of the pace of life, of the
temporalization of time as presented in the first part of this
article, there is no better-suited personality trait than the
Gambler, Player, or Drifter to make the best of the experience of failure? For these types of personality trait, failure
does not amount to a struggle of narrative, since central to
her/his “situational identity” is a natural inclination towards
discontinuity and temporal structures left open rather than
careful planning. For instance, as young people are increasingly oriented towards the present and are less and less pursuing long-term goals,52 it is possible to suggest that a “situational identity” goes along with a higher propensity to cut

off from emotional lingering over the past. Gamblers and
Players do not linger on painful experience; they switch off
another career opportunity, making use of their advantages,
and adjusting with flexible market demands.
In a recently published article, Svend Brinkmann53 notes
that contemporary societies leave no room for people to
grieve and connect with the past, when the “socially constructed” emotions of individual and the collective processes of grief embedded in cultural practices, norms, and
social scripts play a central role in the constitution of society itself. Focusing on the way the diagnosis of complicated grief in recent manuals of psychiatry edited in the US
have identified a number of new norms concerning grief,
Brinkmann points to a “possible pathologization of a fundamental human emotion such as grief.”54 For instance, the
American manuals of psychiatry contain an entirely new
category of Persistent complex bereavement-related disorder, and Brinkmann argues that this encourages a tendency toward over-diagnosis and over-treatment. In line with
this, I argue that addressing failure in a way to suit with
“situational identity” trained to avoid clinging to residual
emotional attachments to the past fits well with Freud’s
first and exclusive formulation of mourning. In Mourning
and Melancholia a pre-condition for a normal working out
of grief is that the subject is able to relinquish completely
their past emotional attachments from the lost object. Yet,
although such a representation of failure is better suited to
account for a shortened present-time-span, it runs the risk
of pathologizing emotions and feelings of hardship.
What is the risk of narrowing down the experience of
failure to an exclusive version of mourning? In Freud’s first
formulation of mourning, residual libidinal attachments
towards the lost object/past experience are considered, not
only as unsuccessful mourning, but as tantamount to the
pathologic condition of melancholia. Amongst the mental
features of melancholia, such as “profound dejection, cessation of interest in the outside world,”55 one outstanding
feature that distinguishes melancholia from mourning is
“the lowering of the self-regarding feelings to a degree that
finds utterance in self-reproaches and self-revealing, and
culminates in a delusional expectation of punishment”56
depicts Freud. Melancholia is above all ego-loss, while feelings of “guilt,” “punishment,” and “accusations” fuel the
melancholic patient’s mood. Using these characteristics of
the pathological structure of melancholia to reflect upon
our earlier discussion on “situational identity” vs. Ricoeur’s
account of narrative identity as entailing two poles, Idem
and Ipse, we can understand how melancholia, as complete
withdrawal from the world and from the other, corresponds
to a retrieval from the pole of Ipse, the inability to unfold a
story with another. As we also argue, however, the less temporal leaning there is to engage with the mourning process,
the more there is a need for protection from the pathological structure of melancholia and its associated ego-loss.
“The picture of a delusion of (mainly moral) inferiority”57 as
described by Freud is far more threatening for the subject
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than the mourning process. It is therefore possible to suggest that the personality traits of the Gamblers, Players, and
Drifters, narrowed down to the pole of Idem at the expense
of Ipse, the other, call for even greater sheltering from a
pathological response to grief in which mourning is eluded,
when there is simply no time to reflect upon and understand failure.
An exclusive version of failure, understood as the necessarily successful mourning needed to adjust to the shrinking
of time-spans, may require a psychic-symbolic bulwark to be
built between what is deemed “normal” and “pathologic” in
dealing with failure. The multiplication of procedures relying
on technological devices may be indicative of the need to be
sheltered from the “pathologic.” This suggestion finds some
basis in the spread of the development of a “solutionist”
tendency in the digital technological realm and an associated
obsessive concern to fix problems. In his thought-provoking
book To Save Everything, Click Here, Evgeny Morozov58 uses
the term “solutionism” to denounce the way proponents of
the tracking culture and the Quantified Self movement in
digital health, and the companies of Silicon Valley that are at
the vanguard of digitalism, legitimize over-simplified ways
to break down complex problems into neat, fixed, computable solutions through technologies. For instance, Morozov
recounts the case of an engineer’s quest to achieving an
empowered-self, from generating statistics to “taming inefficiency and unfaithfulness of human memory.”59 With a
small camera able to snap a picture every twenty seconds
attached behind his neck, engineer Gordon Bell aimed to
record a lifetime: “I feel much freer about remembering
something now. I’ve got this machine, this slave, that does
it. It gives you this cleanliness,”60 he says.
Having thrown light on the risk of pathologizing lingering attachments in the experience of failure when the latter is understood as an exclusive version of mourning and
having signaled the digital technologies’ movement that
preempts potential failure and inefficiency through various
digital apps, I will move on to the last part of this article.
Returning to Richard Sennett’s caveat regarding the possibility of narrating experiences of failure, the sociologist adds
“there is no room for gravity and pain of failure, if failure is
just another incident”61 in our late modern fragmented existences. As I will show in the next part, my point in furthering Sennett’s quote is to suggest that, in the context of the
design rationale of an accelerated society, failure is not even
an incident at all since the signification of failure as “unmet
expectation” has no raison d’être.
Libidinal detachment in failure as a prerequisite
for an un-foreseeable future
In order to position failure as a mourning process in relation to the future dimension of temporality, I will start the
last part of this article with a few basic statements. In the
mourning process, the libidinal dimension is intrinsically
related to the temporal one. At stake is the subject’s capacity to retrieve his/her libidinal investment from the lost

object, redirect the libido towards new objects, and create
new bonds in the future. Equally, as one deals with failure,
one does not only grapple with a painful situation that
happened in the past, although the very act of narrating is
indicative of our retrospective engagement with failure (e.g.,
the ex-IBM programmers can only recount the experience of
being fired by their company a posteriori). However, failure
is also defined in relation with “expectation.” As we fail, we
mourn the possibility to rejoice at the fulfilment of a project,
upon which was attached a libidinal investment oriented
towards the future. What the IBM programmers failed at and
were working out through their narratives was beyond the
fact that they had been made redundant, the potentiality to
step in new positions in their company, acquire a new social
status, and gain a symbolic capital and recognition from
their peers. Said differently, with failure we mourn a potentiality and the libidinal dimension associated with it that is
never going to come into being according to the expected,
imagined, or dreamed-of represented form. What failure
causes us to experience, therefore, is also a temporal rupture
between the present and future, the bond between which is
made up of libidinal investment. The temporal rupture, as a
prerequisite for a work of mourning to begin is also a characteristic of failure as Carroll et al. claim, while describing
the Material Culture of Failure. For the authors, failure is “a
moment of recognising a gap that has opened between the
subject’s anticipation of how ‘their’ object will behave and
the object’s actual behaviour.”62 Later on, they also define
failure as “the moment when the previous hope and action
in the world starts to crumble, and the next action has not
yet been made.” Failure is a pause before alterity (that is,
a change in the subject/self), incommensurability (a state
of stasis or a standoff between subject and object) or re-objectification (a change in the object position of the object).
In the following, I will examine these views by drawing on
Cameron Tonkinwise’s scrutiny of a paradigm shift in conceiving failure in the design industry, published in a special
issue on Failure in the Social Research Journal: International
Quarterly.63
From anticipating failure to following the ‘flow’
of the product’s life cycle
Exploring how design structures our experience of what it
means to fail, Tonkinwise points out how new techniques,
now dominant in the work of designers within the “tech
industry,” are radically changing the meaning of the future.
A shift from conventional trial-error methods to designdriven forms of production recast the future as a “space of
sheer possibility”64 opening up a new ontology of temporality. It also recasts the very signification of failure. First,
Tonkinwise provides us with an interesting definition of
human beings’ relationship to failure. With this we can
grasp the purpose of design in connecting human beings
with artefacts within natural, social and cultural milieu so
as to minimize people’s interaction with failure. Taking up
the image of the comparison with wild animals which can
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repeatedly fail at catching a prey before eventually catching one in spite of those numerous failed experiences, the
author argues that, contrariwise, for human beings the
anticipation of failing generates “prompts;” that is, imagining greater failure before making the critical experience of
failure. “Humans seem to feel failures in ways that prompt
action in order to ensure subsequent avoidance of failure”65
says Tonkinwise. And what Tonkinwise shows is how such
resistance to failure translates into the “frozen scriptures,”
which he also calls “designed things.” Conventional forms of
products are precisely conceived in ways such that humans
no longer fail to find the artefact usable. Designed things
imagine subsequent failures that may occur when using
products. To that end, designers anticipate micro-failures
with particular techniques for negotiating these affective
future failures. Imagining subsequent failures that may
occur when using different products requires specific testing environments, such as labs and studios, and the use of
prototypes to make decisions about the least fallible option.
This is, for instance, the slow trial-and-error field-testing of
craft.66 Or, an interaction design will contain error messages
and troubleshooting, while a service design will prefigure a
recovery strategy to counter a lapse in some aspect of service provision. In sum: “good design of complex things anticipates breakdown”67 explains Tonkinwise.
An entirely new model, the “lean principle” which originated in the Toyota Company in the 90s, has now spread widely
across Western manufacturing companies and has been
implemented steadily in sectors as diverse as the healthcare
system or the start-up sector. The aim of ‘“lean” processes is
not merely building things correctly (e.g., avoiding shop-floor
waste through efficient production techniques or avoiding
product failure through more scrutinized production techniques) but building the right things, thereby avoiding the
waste of having built the wrong things, even if done efficiently.
“Lean isn’t simply about spending less money. Lean isn’t just
about failing fast, failing cheap. It is about putting a process, a
methodology around the development of a product.”68 What
allows such a process, this circular model of production, is the
high degree of connectivity and interaction between devices
and humans’ forms of practices, and the nearly immaterial
quality of digital devices. Should the product deployment fail
its test, systems can be quickly returned to the previous state;
they are immediately remediable. “Lean” is implemented as
follows: a minimum viable product (MVP) is built and introduced to the market in a process of real-life testing in order
to be analyzed for the building of the next iteration. The lean
principle is a “grand experiment” to which product designers
and real customers contribute in a constant production flow,
according to the methodology of the “build-measure-learn
feedback loop.” In so doing, the “lean” principle “provides
tools to test a vision continuously” as a proponent of the
model asserts.69 I provide below the five core principles for
guiding the setting up of a lean model of production, to illustrate how design products and customers are intrinsically tied
up for the sake of value creation.

1. Specify value from the standpoint of the end customer
by product family.
2. Identify all the steps in the value stream for each
product family, eliminating whenever possible those
steps that do not create value.
3. Make the value-creating steps occur in tight sequence
so the product will flow smoothly towards the customer.
4. As flow is introduced, let customers pull value from
the next upstream activity.
5. As value is specified, value streams are identified,
wasted steps are removed, and flow and pull are introduced, begin the process again and continue it until a
state of perfection is reached in which perfect value is
created with no waste.
Important consequences arise in the way both design
products and customers are recast along with this new “lean”
model. For Tonkinwise, the “durable” category of products
is transforming into disposables ones. They are unfinished,
and not in the sense that they are still on the way to perfection, but in the sense that they have no designed-for
destination70 (Tonkinwise 2005). Probably, as we can read
above in the third and fourth “lean” principles, customers
themselves partake in the “grand experiment” by continuously improving the process, “pulling the value” by validating an unfinished-product on the way to its never-ending
improved form. Yet such a cultural shift also requires companies and employees to “transform everyone’s thinking
into an experimentation mind-set,”71 explains John Shook,
founding member of the Lean Enterprise Institute.
What does introducing a “life-cycle” in product design
through real-life testing tell us about our relationship
to the future? When “the job of making is not to delimit
the future to chosen options locked into material environments, but merely to try to keep up materially with the
future as it emerges”72 argues Tonkinwise, our relationship
to the future becomes fundamentally unknowable. This
holds that the unknowability of the future warrants the
possibility that some risky initiatives may nevertheless have
significant benefits at a scale that could offset any damage
done by failures along the way. Lean principles in design
offer a “positive version of ontology” suggesting that anything is possible. Failure is therefore no longer associated
with a “discontinuous event” or temporal rupture, since the
potential and anticipated damages of failures are diluted in
the “flow” of the product’s life-cycle. We can therefore easily
understand how the Silicon Valley’s mantra “fail often, fail
better” can apply in a context where failure is minimized to
the greatest extent.
Denial of the temporal rupture and the paradox
of failing without failure
The rise of workshops and conferences on how to develop
our “design thinking” encourages us to take seriously the
proponents of the “lean principle” who hold that although
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“lean” started at Toyota,73 “the lean transformation model
is relevant for everyone.” In the same vein, the website
Kanbanize74 states that “lean is not a reserved territory for
manufacturing or production companies. Lean is a way of
seeing the world.” In the context of the spread of a model
that recasts our relationship to the future, it is permitted
to suggest that the “gambler” personality trait examined in
the first part of this article is well-suited to design models
casting an un-anticipatable failure. As Hörning, Ahrens,
and Gerhard note: “s/he develops an approach that allows
for inaccuracy and imprecision during the planning process, and thus preserves his/her ability to be flexible. […]
Discontinuities are considered to be normal and related in
a flexible manner.”75 In that sense, reversible solutions are
preferred since they allow an adjustment to reality that
may turn out differently to what was expected. In addition,
the multiplication of options and possibilities, which are
byproducts of the complexity and contingency related to
the diagnosis of social acceleration formulated by Hartmut
Rosa, reinforces a relationship to the future that becomes
necessarily opened to the unknown. “In a world of incessant
change it gets increasingly difficult to tell which options will
eventually turn out to be valuable”76 underlines Rosa. Proposing concrete and practical solutions to respond to existential questions, Paul Dolan’s advice in Happiness by Design
shares striking common ground with the “lean principle.”
For Dolan, finding purpose in everyday life is a matter of
“going with the flow,” doing easy, small measurable steps,
and eventually seeing the bigger picture of one’s longer
term narrative. “We discover what we want to do, what our
long-term goals are in giving it a try, doing small manageable steps,” asserts Dolan.77 Even more, setting oneself longterm commitments is no help and rather counterproductive
in reaching a life-career objective. Bite-size commitments
are more effective than mouthfuls. […] You are more likely
going to complete your degree if you commit to going to
class tomorrow as opposed to saying “I am going to complete my college education”78 argues Dolan. We can see here
how Dolan’s advice mirrors the late modern temporal structure presented in Rosa’s conceptualization of social acceleration: a fragmented and discontinuous time. The term Dolan
employs in one instance, “right now goal,” encompasses two
contradictory temporalities. The projection into the future
(“goal”) seems to be frozen into the presentness of “right
now,” an injunction that seizes the subject’s entire cognitive
attention and emotional engagement towards the present.
Conclusion
To conclude, the tour de force of the “lean” new design
paradigm is to strip the signification of failure off from
its temporal dimension, not merely due to the shortened
time-span, but simply because it is no longer possible to
identify failure as temporal rupture. By the same token, and
more problematic, is that what is lost is also the libidinal
investment intrinsically connected to the idea of expectation in the relationship to failure. One might therefore be

better off, as Dolan proposes, to lower one’s expectations
and make it easier by engaging an undifferentiated, liminal
psychic space where failing equates success, as guided by
the entrepreneurial mantra of “be safe to fail.” This condition is a libidinal dis-investment from the projection into
the expected, imagined, dreamed-of representation associated with the “unmet expectation” towards which individuals are paradoxically called to display ever more stamina and
drive. “Experimenting (i.e., the lean transformation) requires
higher levels of energy and people won’t naturally do it.
This requires a real cultural shift” says John Shook, founding member of the Lean Enterprise Institute. This cultural
shift dilutes the failure’s temporal significance into a “flow,”
thereby rendering mourning – a process that enables individual-subjects to re-invest libidinal energy into new objects
– inoperative. As underlined at the beginning of this third
part, however, failure is framed as “a moment of recognising
a gap that has opened between the subject’s anticipation of
how ‘their’ object will behave and the object’s actual behaviour.”79 In the same way, failure is the moment when the
previous hope and action in the world starts to crumble, and
the next action has not yet been made. I could only agree
with French philosopher Charles Pepin’s80 endeavour to
bring forth the philosophical tradition of Marc-Aurèle, Nietzsche, Bachelard or Sartre to praise “the Virtues of Failure” as
serving to open up the path to genuine success, empowering the self to overcome obstacles and challenge reality.
Yet, how to believe in the “Virtues of Failure” when the very
“moment of recognising a gap that has opened between
the subject’s anticipation of how ‘their’ object will behave
and the object’s actual behaviour” is simply erased? We saw
in this article that the cultural shift operating with digital
new design paradigms, such as the “lean model,” denies the
temporal rupture of failure. As a result, a void of libidinal
investment relying on the “narrative working out of failure,”
and the associated lack of a mourning process, precludes
other important processes from taking place, such as hope
and, foremost, imagination. Indeed, imagination is a crucial
dimension that singles out the notion of failure from other
terms such as error and deficiency. By and large, imagination
is, in the work of philosopher and social theorist Cornelius
Castoriadis, “the unceasing and essentially undetermined
(social-historical and psychical) creation of figures/forms/
images.”81 Imagination, rooted both in the individual’s
psyche and the social, is central to understand the conditions and the obstacles of societies and institutions. It is possible to suggest that at stake in the way the design technologies of the post-industrial West have steadily masked failure
and the individual-subject’s libidinal re-investment into new
objects (by denying the temporal rupture of failure) is also a
politics of imagination, partaking in how societies auto-institute themselves, whereas digital technologies and new
design paradigms have been increasingly taking charge of
a politics of time.
Further reflection that might follow this concluding discussion could be focused on how discourses in digitalism
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and design tend to encourage people’s experience of fun,
intermingled with smartness and pleasure. The latter sits
at the interface between material design and objects (e.g.,
smart-phones, smart cars or even smart cities) and individuals’ subjective formation. This could be interpreted as
a means to compensate a libidinal dis-engagement with
unmet “expectation” in the case of failure, when the libidinal
dimension can no longer lean on an ontology of temporality
that affords “the rupture” of the bond between the present
and the future (i.e., being accountable for failure through
narratives). Coincidentally the expression “to lean on,” from
which the new “lean” principle of design originates, is also a
translation of the Freudian concept of Anlehnung central in
his theory, for it signifies the two-fold movement of attachment, identification and divergence, essential in enabling
the development of the individual-subject’s autonomy
through time.
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This paper argues that a renewed classical phenomenology can complement postphenomenology in exploring
the overwhelming influence of contemporary media saturation on the constitution of today’s lifeworlds and
the subjects inhabiting them. To make this argument, I interrogate two fundamental concepts of classical
phenomenology – lifeworld and intention – and the changes to which these have been subject in the age of
ubiquitous electronic illumination. I conclude that an analysis of phenomenological intentionality, combined
with an analysis of the codes governing its everyday implementation in applications, such as Whatsapp,
Instagram, Fitbit and GPS, can accurately assess the luminous spectrality of today’s lifeworlds.
Keywords: Code analysis; Intentional analysis; Iterative analysis; Lifeworld; Phenomenology; Postphenomenology
Introduction
This paper aims to show that classical phenomenology continues to provide fertile ground for ongoing revision and
actualization. To this end, I interrogate key phenomenology
concepts – particularly those of “intention” and “lifeworld”
– as conceived by Edmund Husserl. As originally conceived, phenomenology is a “project designed to produce
a fundamental description of the phenomena that present
themselves to the human consciousness.”1 While such phenomena are certainly situated here and now in a spatiotemporal world, they also have a perceptual essence which can
be described in a methodical way.2 The “here and now” is
encapsulated terminologically as a lifeworld, while the act
of distilling a phenomenon out of the former is contained
in the notion of an intention.
This paper diverges from postphenomenology by taking
up the concepts of classical phenomenology amid contemporary media saturation. In postphenomenology, the main
argument for mobilizing phenomenology to study technology is that phenomenology provides approaches beyond
mathematical positivism and toward a socially embedded
nature of technology.3 While I concur with such an approach,
this paper proposes an alternative framework that focuses
on the question of what “being-given” means in a world
saturated by media. I thus focus less on technoscientific
exploration and more on encoding as an ontological act.4
If “number series, blueprints, and diagrams never turn back
into writing, only into machines,”5 classical phenomenological approaches can complement postphenomenology by
redescribing experiences implemented, rather than mediated, by code.

To make this argument, I proceed in three steps. In the
first two sections, I discuss the central conceptual tools
for classical phenomenology: the notions of a lifeworld
(section 2) and of intention (section 3). A lifeworld, the
“here-and-now” from which phenomena occur to observers, is today bathed in a constant frazzled luminosity which
demands ongoing attention without ever attaining the clarity needed for phenomenological reflection. Nevertheless,
classical phenomenology can be reintroduced because phenomena persist in the encoded luminosities of contemporary applications.
The third section of this paper discusses how phenomena persist. I argue that encoding implements intention in
today’s computer-saturated world. Once again, prima facie
thwarting classical phenomenological analysis, encoded
implementation is an irreducible opacity which nevertheless remains at the core of all phenomenal intelligibility. Its
codes are intelligible in ways that reinforce and reconstitute
classical phenomenology. It is therefore possible to study
how lifeworlds and intentions are encoded in the layers of
computing systems, from the device’s zeroes and ones to its
operating systems and application programs. In the fourth
section of this paper, I use contemporary examples, such
as Whatsapp and Instagram, Fitbit, and GPS navigation to
show that a renewed classical phenomenology can iterate
through these layers and describe how intention performs
code and code implements intention.
Fragmented Pseudo-Lifeworlds
Phenomenology begins in the lifeworld and with the
unquestioned everyday intuitions of its inhabitants. Here,
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there are various individual things of experience at
any given time; I focus on one of them. To perceive
it, even if it is perceived as remaining completely
unchanged, is something very complex: to see it, to
touch it, to smell it, to hear it, etc.; and in each case
I have something different. What is seen in seeing
is in and for itself other than what is touched in
touching. But in spite of this I say: it is the same
thing; it is only the manners of its sensible exhibition, of course, that are different.6
Throughout ongoing streams of observations, things are
perceived in relatively stable ways. This is the case due to
what phenomenological research calls “directionality” of
perception: “in the perceptions, in the experiences of consciousness themselves, that of which we are conscious is
included as such…the perception is in itself a perception of
something, of ‘this tree.’”7 For the observer, this directionality takes the form of an intuition forming “a sometimes continuous and sometimes discrete synthesis of identification
or, better, of unification.”8
Phenomenology thus rests on two fundamental pillars: an
ongoing stream of sense-perceptions and the focus provided
by an intention governing the way in which these sense-perceptions form one and the same object. In turn, the intuition constituting a discrete object out of the stream of
sense-perceptions remains surrounded by “a whole horizon
of nonactive [nichtaktuelle] and yet confunctioning manners of appearance and syntheses of validity.”9 This horizon
is the lifeworld; “life naively, straightforwardly directed at
the world, the world being always in a certain sense consciously present as a universal horizon, without, however,
being thematic as such.”10 This universal horizon is socially
shared and intersubjectively constituted.11 Members of an
interpretative community – including the phenomenological researcher – can draw on its unquestioned validity.12
Out of this realm of sense-perceptions forming an
unquestioned horizon, the phenomenological researcher
makes the first steps towards deeper analyses of what constitutes phenomena. Phenomenology asks how continuity
is constituted given perceptions with different senses,13 and
more broadly how continuity can come about as space and
time correlate in an observer’s world.14 Likewise, given different angles in which objects can occur to observers, or in
different lights, moods, times, etc., phenomenology may
ask how spatiotemporal coherence is constituted amid such
various angles, light effects, spatial ensembles, and deceptive appearances.15 Throughout all of these constellations
and distortions, the intention provides coherence: “every
actual concrete experience brings about, from this total
multiplicity [of experiences], a harmonious flow of manners
of givenness which continuously fulfills the experiencing
intention.”16 Phenomenology can thus be characterized
as an analysis of how intentions bring about meaningful and coherent objects, given the chaotic complexity of
sense-perception in the observer’s lifeworld.

None of the fundamental concepts of phenomenology,
intention, or lifeworld seem to be fully valid amid today’s
technologically-saturated landscape. A contemporary lifeworld may still appear to constitute what it did for Husserl,
that is, a straightforward and naive life out of whose stream
of sense-perceptions objects can be constituted in a coherent series.17 Indeed, the saturation of everyday life with fake
news and clickbait has – if anything – strengthened the
tendency of everyday lives being lived naively in “the world
always pregiven as that which exists.”18 It has also, however,
changed the structure of such naivete to the point where
the phenomenological concept of the lifeworld is seriously
threatened.
The lifeworld of Husserl’s phenomenology had been constituted as a universal horizon accompanying each individual sense-perception in a continuous totality. Against
this continuous backdrop, individual perceptions stood out.
Today, by contrast, lifeworlds present themselves as fragmented kaleidoscopes of unrelated impressions, each of
dubious origin, validity, and status. Disciplined by fragmented spaces, the observer constantly shifts between incarnations of itself, refracted along axes, such as public/private,
see/seen, hypersexualized/taboo, and so forth.19 Lifeworlds
disrupted by such constant mimicry are further determined
by equally disjunctive physical spaces – overcrowded subways, sterile, oversexed malls, fleetingly anonymous eventspaces. Under such conditions, no universal background
can emerge, and individual sense-perceptions no longer
arise out of coherent backgrounds, but from a series of disjointed shifts.20 Consequently, individual sense-perceptions
are indistinguishable from one another. If all perceptions
differ wildly, it becomes very difficult to discern individual
sense-perceptions. Nor can a shared understanding be
reached between the observers inhabiting such fragmented
universes. Even where physically proximate, no intersubjectivity is constituted by the monads in a shopping center
aisle. Only ads are common, but these, in turn, are tuned to
the individual observer alone.21
This is particularly the case since no one lives in just one
space at a time. Constantly used gadgets penetrate and saturate physical space. “Reality no longer has the time to take
on the appearance of reality…The cool universe of digitality
has absorbed the world of metaphor and metonymy. The
principle of simulation wins out over the reality principle.”22
The final escalation of this logic is the creation of a fake
universality. As botnets and “fair and balanced reporting”
conspire to generate the unease necessary to obliterate what
is left of universal background validity, clickbait in cyberspace and “social experiments” in social space destabilize
lived background and thematic experience alike. Here, too,
only advertisements are common, and no intersubjectivity
arises beyond the paranoid walls of an echo chamber inhabited, ultimately, only by the individual observer.
By the same token, today’s lifeworlds are never not fully
thematized. Each individual sense-perception is embedded in a fragmented, attention-seeking background. This
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background itself does not cease to vie for attention, competing with phenomena upon which the observer might
focus. In a maelstrom of advertisements, there is no “horizon” left to dwell upon due to the constant demand for
attention. Each fragmented experience demands total
attention as lived spaces and advertisements merge.23 The
result is an economy of hyperattention where “the limitless
growth in the supply of information conflicts with a limited
human demand,” resulting in a “panic-depressive syndrome
called infostress” that produces private, political, or social
anxieties, as well as skyrocketing sales of medication, and
even suicide.24 As each experience demands full hyperattention, no background repose can remain. The screen is fully
present all at once. As contemporary streams of perceptions
approach the everlasting lucidity of the screen, the possibility of a lifeworld vanishes.25
Layered Encoding and Intentional Analysis
For the same reason, the disappearance of lifeworlds in
the classical phenomenological sense does not come
with a richer or even sharper focus on individual perceptions. On the contrary, ubiquitous streams of technologically-mediated perceptions pervade the fragmented naivete
of everyday life. These streams place “users” in precarious
pseudo-proximity (while maintaining vicarious pseudo-distance) to the farthest reaches of Earth.26 Telematic presence
is a ubiquitous empirical fact.27 To a significant extent, one’s
view out of car windows, offices, and homes is a dependent variable for what is on the screens with which daily
data allowances are earned.28 Assessing contemporary perceptions for phenomenological research will thus, just as
postphenomenology argues, require an analysis of computational givenness.29
Yet what is it that governs contemporary perceptions?
Postphenomenological research may ask whether a
smartphone or TV mediates intentions.30 I argue classical
phenomenological intentions govern contemporary phenomenality, and these intentions are not mediated by technology, but implemented by it. That is, they are implemented
as sources, such as blueprints, codes, numbers, series, and
diagrams which “never turn back into writing, only into
machines.”31 Thus, that which appears on the screens of
today’s gadgetry are fully positive phenomena whose intentions are always already filled, but whose appearance on the
screen is dependent upon hiding the processes by which
they are generated. Therefore, Husserlian intentional analysis, sensitized to code, can explore the way these intentions
come to be always-already fulfilled without postphenomenology’s detour through technoscientific inquiry.
The resulting research would not replace postphenomenology but complement it. By putting emphasis on implementation rather than on mediation, it highlights the ways
in which appearance has changed with the introduction
of today’s screens. The code governing today’s intentionality remains hidden, and it governs intentions because it is
hidden. Even perfect transparency would only produce code
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on screens if it were told to do so by a hidden command
doubling up the code. For example:
10 dimension e(3,5)
20 PRINT ‘dimension e(3,5)’
30 integer f(6,8,2)
40 PRINT ‘integer f(6,8,2)’
50 PRINT e
As a result of such commands,
dimension e(3,5)
integer f(6,8,2)
3,5
would appear on the screen. Nevertheless, the operations
to produce this appearance remain necessarily hidden. The
array of code defined in line 10 is not as such phenomenal,
because it arises merely as an expression created – and
hence an impression projected onto the screen – by line
50. By contrast, what is expressed as a result of line 20 is
unrelated to line 10. It only adds transparency if the code
is already printed. However, printed code does nothing as it
is not implemented. An intentional analysis of printed code
is not an analysis of what appears on the screen.
Perceptions appearing on the screen, by contrast, are
given in a radically different way. It is entirely evident since
the code implements nothing but what it literally states.
At the same time, coded appearance is entirely opaque as
implementation itself necessarily escapes perception. It is
all too easy to give in to the temptation of seeing in a smartphone an analogon to glasses or contact lenses.32 Indeed,
this would be a postphenomenological way of seeing such
an object. To be sure, the eye’s mediation by the telescope
does give rise to a new celestial world, as postphenomenology would have it.33 Yet this world remains inhabited by the
same stars the unmediated eye had seen. Their perception
would differ, but their intention would not. Sense perceptions derived from a phone screen would likewise only fulfill
the intention of an object on the screen. After all, “the perception is in itself a perception of something, of ‘this tree.’”34
The intention of a tree appearing on a screen would, postphenomenologically, be the tree displayed. In this sense, the
phenomenon of code is usually only encountered in a lifeworld when a screen of death occurs.35
In contrast, the phenomenological attempts sketched out
here encapsulate the active role played by code in constituting intentions. I argue that intention is code – encoding
and decoding – and that intentional analysis as prescribed
by classical phenomenology can analyze such code.36 While
this renewed intentional analysis does ask questions akin to
postphenomenological study of technological mediation,
its lines of inquiry are rather more in line with Husserl’s
own than those of postphenomenology. Does the displayed
“tree’s” intention change with the encoding of screen resolution and frame rate? Is the intention of a football player on
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a 2048 KB screen resolution the same as the intention of a
pixeled blob on a 256 KB screen – even if the streaming service assures the observer these are the same? In what sense
is the blob a football player? In what sense is the high-resolution image of the player identical to, or removed from, the
intention of the player on the field?
Of course, code is itself structured in the layered systems
of computing devices.37 To this extent, postphenomenological analysis and the efforts described above overlap. The
first step in such an analysis is to accept the computer as
a “three-tiered synergistic sandwich: effective procedures
(the idea of the program) based upon binary arithmetic,
based upon the physical stop-go traffic of electrons through
semiconductors.”38 Indeed, a phenomenological research
program to re-embed classical intentional analysis into computerized encodings and decodings must recognize a significant degree of computational complexity, such as:
• “the device level” whose “behavior…is best described in
the language of semiconductor physics and materials
science”;
• “the circuit level” where “behavior…is measured in terms
of voltage, current, and magnetic flux,” and where the
discrete states of the previous level give way to “continuous behavior through time”;
• “the switching circuit or logic level…the point at which
digital technology diverges from electrical engineering”
in that now, discrete values zero and one “perform logic
functions called AND, OR, NAND, NOR, and NOT;”39
• “the register transfer (RT) level,” where “the system
undergoes discrete operations, whereby the values of
various registers are combined according to some rule
and then stored (transferred) to another register,”40 and
where these operations can be expressed in code, “the
list of instructions or orders, arithmetic or otherwise,
which it is possible to make the machine obey”41 – that
is, to implant in the switching circuitry, circuitry, and
device levels; and finally,
• “the processor-memory-switch (PMS) level,” which represents the system as a whole including its peripherals,
“processing a medium, information, which can be measured in bits (or digits, characters, word, etc.).”42
Could layers of intentional analysis parallel or perhaps directly correspond to these structural layers? One could argue
with postphenomenology that these are functional layers,
and that therefore a functional analysis might render them
intelligible such that each “higher” level can be expressed
in a “lower” syntax and thus each layer can be assessed with
regard to its role in mediating the observer and her world
or perceptions. Each application-level program, such as the
word processor on which this is written for instance, must
be functionally reducible to be implemented.43 First, it will
invoke operating system components. Furthermore, its
implementation must invoke an assembly program transposing it to the RT level. From there, its individual opera-

tions must be transposed to the logic level, ultimately to be
implemented in the circuit and device levels.
It is thus entirely possible to argue that the tree is rendered
onto the screen by an application program, and hence an
operating system component, a compiler, and circuits transmitting electric differentials. This does not, however, mean
that the screen on which “the tree” appears is a mediation
between the observer and a tree which would in some sense
be “out there.” To be sure, the observer’s intention is directed at the screen, not at a tree. Classical intentional analysis
thus asks whether intention is that of the screen or the
application program, or of the rendering algorithm. Further
down the line, it might also be an intention directed to the
compiler’s microcode, or the patterns of electric flux and differentiation underlying it.
My position that intentional analysis can focus directly on
encodings and decodings is further corroborated by emergent perceptions. The first issue here is with the rendering
mechanism. What is rendered onto a screen is not perceptually identical with its rendering algorithms or their repetition at the prevailing frame rate. It seems to be “of the tree.”
Nevertheless, its intention is of the algorithms rendering
it, and of the ever-renewing screen. Just as Husserl’s phenomenology distinguished between everyday perceptions
and their underlying intentional content,44 this renewed
intentional analysis counters the idea that the screen rendering is “of a tree,” and thus directed at a reality beyond the
screen. Further examples for such emergent phenomena on
different layers range from machine-language interpreters
connecting the logic and RT levels, elementary programs
operating largely on the RT level, and to operating systems
and applications firmly situated at or above the PMS level –
and indeed to “the computer” itself.45
Turning these observations into a research program will
likewise run into emergent problems. In particular, the
sociological differentiation between end-users, developers
(with hierarchical differentiations between front end and
full stack), support staff (likewise with hierarchical differentiations, here between tech support and customer service),
programmers, marketing, and so forth will pose problems.46
These are at once practical and philosophical.
To be sure, source codes are open to scrutiny almost everywhere. Even at the level of microcoding, the benefits of open
source development render arcane secrecy largely a matter
of the past.47 Nevertheless, as Theodore Roszak points out,
only “those who design and build computers know exactly
how the machines are working down in the hidden depths
of their semiconductors.”48 Thus, while “Computers can be
taken apart, scrutinized, and put back together,” their “activities can be tracked, analyzed, measured, and thus clearly
understood” only by a minority.49 An inability to read code is
thus a practical problem hampering renewed classical phenomenological research.
Returning to a more fundamental level, what layers of
intentional analysis could illuminate the intelligibility of
computing systems? How could a phenomenology account
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for the simultaneity of radical program reducibility and
emergent perceptions? Moreover, how is implementation,
this opaque act at the origin of both readability and emergence, to be analyzed? Classically, an intention is an intersubjectively accessible structure governing sense-perceptions.
How can this be thought together with implementation,
“the execution of an instruction labeled by the current state
of the control unit,” which “places the automaton in a new
configuration”?50 No human intention, in any case, seems
present in this act. How could renewed intentional analysis
account for this?
Phenomenology as Iteration
Phenomenology must take both fragmentation and luminescence seriously, given the lack of coherence of lifeworlds,
absence of universal horizons, and the pervasive hyperattention for devices. At the same time, phenomenology must
accept that Husserlian intentional analysis merges with the
analysis of a code that is differentiated, and this differentiation structures perception before all recognition. On the
one hand, only a process exploring the fragmented luminescence of dispersed quasi-horizons at face value – and thus
without claim to universal validity while preserving the
notion of a horizon – may at all be capable of preserving
truth claims. On the other hand, such a process benefits
from the fact that intentional analysis, when reconstituted
as the analysis of encodings and decodings, does not require
an exploration of obscure mental or apperceptive processes.
It may well be capable of distilling phenomena in more or
less full lucidity.
The method of such renewed phenomenology must be
iterative. While attempting to distill phenomena, iterative
phenomenology asks how they are encoded, and to what
extent they can be decoded. A good first example for such an
analysis would be the graphic interface of a popular application, such as Whatsapp, Instagram, or Twitter. Phenomenally,
the clear delineation of individual speech acts is just as obviously meeting the eye as their unique association with individual speakers. Speech bubble arrangements make both
clear. Likewise, the demarcation of the observer’s vantage
point is seamlessly implemented graphically by marking the
phone owner’s speech in a different color and position.51
So, too, are the teleological elements of each manifestation of speech in these apps. Each is arranged towards
production and reception of individual messages: from differentiating whether a message has been “sent” or “seen”
by an individual, or “seen” by a group, to the possibility of
reacting to messages in writing with emojis or by endorsing,
reacting, tagging, etc. The sender-receiver structure clearly
governs the conversation’s objects, individual chunks of
text.
Speech, individuality, ego positions, reality coefficients,
and emotions thus come to be encoded in speech bubble
structures, “sent”/“seen” differentials, colored screen bits,
photo filters, and emojis, respectively. Sociologically, the
commercial character of these encodings offers a rich field
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of exploration – one must only think of the Emoji Movie,
or else of paid content, ubiquitous advertising within the
application, and of course, the commercial characteristics of
the application itself, from premium areas to the continuous gathering of “user” information. However, these aspects
are all encoded and manifest in code: access gating for paid
content; pixelated rendering for emojis; TCP/IP negotiations
for informational transfer; SQL queries for its usage.
Likewise, renewed intentional analysis can also contribute to answering the open question whether there is a
reduction of the social aspects of speech in social media,
as some argue.52 Certainly, acoustic, physical, and to some
extent, affective qualities are missing. Yet intentional analysis can describe how these qualities are missing – for their
absence is likewise encoded. Primarily, it is encoded negatively, as the application’s traditional privileging of ocular
data implicitly differentiates non-privileged data.53 Tagging
and descriptive metadata likewise allow non-ocular data to
emerge. Moreover, both Instagram and, in a very different
way, Pokemon Go are very eager to restore material reality to
their application’s users as thoroughly as possible.
Considerations of ocular privilege thus lead to analyses
of the application’s phenomenality in other respects. More
classical phenomenologically, intentional analysis lays bare
that the phone itself is by no means just a mediating element, as postphenomenology would have it. As a three-dimensional object in spacetime, it initially presents itself to
its beholder in various ways: visually from various angles
and at various degrees of illumination with tactile swipes
and touches, in language and autocorrect settings, and so
forth. Each of these points to a horizon in which the total
object appears: the phone’s intention as an object in its
own right.54 This intention itself is by no means empty.
Nevertheless, it changes entirely once the phone’s applications come into play.
Nor are human interactions beyond the ocular realm
merely mediated or implemented negatively. For example,
the finger’s touch and skin’s warmth are totally transposed
to the motility of the swipe, which in turn is encoded as an
extrapolated word, including autocorrect. Both swipe and
word are implemented intentions in macro- and micro-coding. On a macro level, language settings determine keyboard
shapes and arrangements. Likewise, autocorrect is set to
languages, idiosyncratic vocabularies, synched with urban
dictionary and Reddit, and the speaker’s own idiom, accumulated over time and either stored in remote servers or
lost when switching phones. Moreover, it is a phenomenon
in itself that there is a virtual keyboard at all, and not pure
voice recognition, pointing back to historical precedent that
determines the SAVE icon is the image of a floppy disk.
All of these macro-encodings are in turn, projected, in all
their seemingly luminous clarity, by microcoded processes
invisible to the observer, yet intentional in their own right.
Above all, none of the above macro-encodings would be
possible without the screen refreshing at a frame rate set by
the phone’s processing speed. Likewise, screen appearances,
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whether visual, tactile or audible, depend on the phone’s
operating system. The operating system is differentiated
from operating systems of tablets and laptops, and perhaps
mainframe computers, and is thus intimately caught up
with the ubiquity of portable screens in today’s pseudo-lifeworlds – the luminosity behind which all non-thematic
horizons disappear.55 In any case, each time a screen movement occurs, hundreds of microcoded processes, from apps
to compilers to electronic pulses, take place. Whether trees
or Charizards are rendered, in neither case is an intention
simply there: it is refracted in myriad ways.
Another example to which an iterative phenomenology is
applicable is in the notion of embodiment. As is well known,
classical phenomenologial inquiry had long taken seriously
the embodiment of cognition.56 Postphenomenology, too,
has one of its core interests here.57 In the luminescent
pseudo-lifeworlds of today, intention and world are encoded
in rhythmic discipline. The Fitbit, a device worn on one’s wrist
and monitoring one’s movements, encodes the deviation of
one’s body from an ideal average, thereby projecting a regulatory ideal to which everyday physical intentionality must
endlessly strive to conform. Phenomenally, this projects,
first, the world as a virtual obstacle and series of challenges
– as continued opportunity to improve and as resistance to
be overcome.58 Secondly, the body becomes a project to be
worked on, worked up, and worked out – a prison, in which
intention forever continues to miss its regulatory target.59
The Fitbit thus pervades all perceptions, as its unity with
the body encodes body and world as malleable flesh, always
hostile and already overcome.60 Contrary to postphenomenological approaches, however, an iterative phenomenology
does not regard the Fitbit as the mediator between intention, body, and world, but rather views encoding as the act
of implementing intention.61 There is not a hermeneutics of
distance running, as in the case of a watch,62 but a continuous to-and-fro of micro- and macro-encodings.
This is corroborated by another example. While the
Fitbit turns the world into a series of challenges, its companion piece, on the contrary, renders it a place less wild,
more tamed, and more habitable than it actually is. Thus,
GPS devices on phones, watches, and mainframe computers make worlds accessible, vastly enlarging individual
pseudo-lifeworlds (if the means to travel are present). Here,
too, body and world are constituted simultaneously, and
both are encoded. The world becomes a grid extending
at all sides into the known unknown. The body, in turn, is
shrunk to a point, but remains at the grid’s center, a cell-like
individuality travelling along the grid’s lines but never straying off them.63 This is not a mediation of body and world
through GPS, however. Rather, GPS code lines implement
the world as a grid and the body as its center, while intention is encoded in departure and arrival rituals, distance
projections, time tables, and directional advice.64 The device
does not mediate intention, body, and world, as a technoscientific point of view would have it, but encoding constitutes all three in an ontological amalgamation. For example,
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the JSON response: {“response”: “200”, “lat”: “48.8583701”,
“long”: “2.2944813”}65 anchors the center of a map encoded
by latitudinal and longitudinal numerics and server response
metrics. This fully encapsulates the body and world: they
are nothing but the implementation of these code lines,
and their presence in spacetime is nothing but the JSON
response. There is, strictly speaking, no GPS device, only a
completely reconstituted intentional structure.
With these examples, and others like Trello or Mindly,
where time or moral improvement are spatially organized
in to-do lists, an iterative phenomenology can sufficiently
explore the radical simultaneity of encoded intentionality
and intentionally enacted encodings. Distances and time,
directions and space, moral and physical attainment, social
interaction, all aspects of what a lifeworld was, now lie in the
luminosity of a code whose lines are implemented materially in “bodies” and “worlds.” Iterating through these, a
phenomenology can illuminate how a distance run morally
augments the physical reward received by the grid’s center
occupant. The “runner’s high” is encoded within a reward
structure governed by the topological performance of the
neighborhood as a running track.
The results gained in code analysis thus differ from those
gathered in Husserl’s classical intentional analysis. The latter
nevertheless remains an excellent starting point. For Husserl,
intuitive meaning was emergent in phenomenology. Husserl
claimed only in the fullness of intuitive view could phenomena be illuminated in their essence.66 Intentional analysis,
for Husserl, is thus the analysis of intuition, where “anything
straightforwardly experienced as a ‘this-here,’ as a thing, is
an index of its manners of appearing, which become intuitable (or experienceable, in their own peculiar way) when our
gaze is reflectively turned.”67 Postphenomenology maintains
this notion of a constitutive intuition, but sees it mediated
through technological artifacts. Its “cyborg intentionality”
remains fundamentally based on human perception.68
By contrast, meaning emerges here in the iterative
study of encodings and decodings as a stochastically distributed pattern. In turn, these patterns present themselves as speech bubbles only after the swipe has been
rendered intelligible by extrapolation and autocorrect.
They are thus themselves iterative: “sequences of letters”
which “form sentences and have the statistical structure
of, say, English.”69 Above all, extrapolations are about distribution: “The letter E occurs more frequently than Q,
the sequence TH more frequently than XP, etc.”70 What
is being said in the individual speech bubble, then, are
neither individual letters, nor is there immediate or intuitive “meaning.” Rather, iterative phenomenology faces
discrete sequences of morphemes whose extrapolation
and recognition can only be expressed in an iterative process because, ultimately, this encoded recognition is all
of the intention there is.71 Intention emerges only once
these patterns are sent and received, as statistically relevant regularities. Thus, IN NO IST LAT WHEY CRATICT is
babbling nonsense, but REPRESENTING AND SPEEDILY IS
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AN GOOD APT may well be an autocorrect failure.72 Both
of these emerge from the same iterative process.
This is ultimately why iterative phenomenology is
based on a critical appropriation of classical phenomenology rather than postphenomenological concepts.
Coded/decoded meaning coincides with intention as directionality. In phone-based applications, seemingly transparent intentions of a sender are implemented by the codings
of appearance, generating speech bubbles and emojis, and
allowing retweets and “sent”/“seen” differentiation. This
projection of transparency is all there is. To be sure, as the
desperate hermeneutics of love-struck teenagers clearly
demonstrate, text bubbles ostensibly convey none of the
information body language does. Yet the constitution of
encoded intentional transparency is aided by an army of
simulacra, from idiomatic slang through emojis to likes,
reaction gifs, and Instagram filters. Here, as in the other
applications considered above, intention is not directed to
anything beyond the phone, but to the code itself: the message, sender and receiver, and their enactments of sending
and receiving, reacting and differentiating, and projecting
sender, addressee, and message.
Moreover, code and intention are both constituted as
patterns.73 Thus, the intuitive mode of phenomenological
analysis merges with the iterative mode of analyzing coded
quasi-intentionality. The presence of a hidden, but governing code is part of the intuition by which phenomena come
to be constituted in the Whatsapp, Twitter, and Fitbit universes. Pattern recognition is the constitutive mode of intuiting a social interaction on Whatsapp: “sent”/“seen,” text
coloring, emojis all encode social relations whose presence
is read intuitively, all at once.
Thus, legibility of intentional analysis is guaranteed.
For the code does exactly as specified, nothing more or less.
For example:
jsonObj = json.loads(messageContent);
except ValueError, e:
if messageContent != “”:
hmacValidation = HmacSha256(self.loginInfo
[“key”][“macKey”], messageContent[32:]);
if hmacValidation != messageContent[:32]:
raise ValueError(“Hmac mismatch”);
decryptedMessage = AESDecrypt(self.loginInfo
[“key”][“encKey”], messageContent[32:])74
The above triggers only this specific error handler and, if
it does not apply, this message – nothing else. At the same
time, however, this error handler is the intention at hand; in
this case, application access and its denial. Code is thus open
to intentional analysis, just as intention is open to code analysis. Technoscientific gadget analysis can certainly augment
this type of inquiry but is not in itself needed for it.
Likewise, an Instagram picture is not a phenomenal
representation. It is the phenomenon at hand and is intuited as such. The selfie is the person; the snapshot is the
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moment and its scenery. In this way, the Instagram snapshot
is identical to the moment and doesn’t just represent it. That
the aural, tactile, and olfactory elements of that moment
remain outside of the snapshot does not affect the analysis.
These aspects of what the medium “snapshot” cannot transmit are encoded as absence – and hence nevertheless intuited. Pattern recognition is here again intuition and code
at once. The same holds for the movements of the central
point – the runner’s body – in the spatiotemporal, moral,
and physical grids projected by Google Maps, Fitbit metrics,
and runner’s high.
Iterating through layers of present-day phenomena, an
iterative phenomenology can explore intuition and coding
all at the same time, thus allowing explorations of the modes
of givenness of present-day phenomena. It seems that most
elements of classical phenomenology can be reconstituted
in this way. Intuitive analysis is maintained as the fullness of
phenomena remains a matter of grasping their shadowings
all at once, just as it was for classical phenomenology – and
as such, remains equally elusive. There are elements to the
Instagram snapshot, tweet, and Fitbit metric performance
that cannot fully be encoded – yet what these are, and how
they are excluded from code, depends on the code. Thus,
code analysis merges with intuitive analysis, and presentday iterative phenomenology can rightfully claim to renew
Husserl’s method where the observer:
systematically uncover[s the phenomenon and thus]
the world as it is for us becomes understandable as
a structure of meaning formed out of elementary
intentionalities. The being of these intentionalities
themselves is nothing but one meaning-formation
operating together with another, ‘constituting’ new
meaning through synthesis. And meaning is never
anything but meaning in modes of validity, that is,
as related to intending ego-subjects which effect
validity.75
Conclusion
It may well be that pessimism regarding the intelligibility
of today’s world is overstated. To be sure, the fragmented
luminosity displacing the lifeworld seems to leave little
opportunity to distill meaning out of the “vertigo of interpretation” prevailing everywhere.76 Likewise, the overdetermination of intentionality with coded direction is, at least
in part, also an overdetermination with the opacity resulting
from internal criss-crossings within computing devices.
At the same time, however, the luminous progression of
fragments replacing lifeworlds is also open to code analysis,
because intentionality is now implemented in code lines.
Space and spatial intuition are now structured by topological encodings, whose inner workings, from GPS satellites
to map refreshing frame rates, are open to scrutiny. Just the
same, Fitbit metrics are in principle controlled by whomever
wears the device. Social and romantic gestures are more
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readable than ever as they are encoded in the language of
applications.77 Provided the phenomenological researcher
reads code – and this might be a big “if” – the legibility of
intentions and that of code become one in renewed intentional analysis.
Such analyses of intentionality in encoded luminosity by
no means puts iterative phenomenology in opposition to
postphenomenological approaches. Particularly with regards
to bodily discipline, intentionality is in broad daylight for
iterative and postphenomenology alike as it is metrically
encoded for tracking and targeting. In both approaches, the
world becomes fully transparent, projecting itself towards
its full capture in gadget metrics and their encoded implementation. Where postphenomenology prioritizes mediation and asks about bodies, worlds, and hermeneutics,
iterative phenomenology renews the notion of intention
as coded legibility. In tandem, these two phenomenologies
can do substantial research now that the flesh of world and
body, and its rhythms, are illuminated in total encoding.
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Friedrich Kittler, Draculas Vermächtnis. Technische
Schriften (Leipzig: Reclam, 1993), 225–229.
Husserl, Crisis, 242.
Bell, Mudge, McNamara, “Seven Views,” 5. On the
emergent quality of the ‘computer’ itself – its
shape-shifting presence in contemporary advertising
– see David Lyon, The Information Society (Cambridge:
Polity Press, 1988).
Bell, Mudge, McNamara, “Seven Views,” 22–26. For a
general discussion of how technological expertise and
political positions result in technocratic power, see Jean
Meynaud, Technocracy (London: Faber & Faber, 1968),
30–31.
A recent example is the uproar Microsoft’s purchase of
the open source development platform Github caused.
See, for example, Peter Bright, “Everyone complaining
about Microsoft buying Github needs to offer a better
solution,” Ars Technica, June 5, 2018. Retrieved July 11,
2018, https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2018/06/everyone-complaining-about-microsoft-buying-github-needsto-offer-a-better-solution/.
Roszak, Cult of Information, 15.
Ibid.
Peter Denning, Jack Dennis, and Joseph Qualitz,
Machines, Languages, and Computation (Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1978), 229.
Some applications, like Twitter, use Avatars for this; a
form of ego encoding worthy of its own study.
For a review of such arguments, see John Bargh and
Katelyn Mckenna, “The Internet and Social Life,” Annual
Review of Psychology 55 (2004): 1–22.
See Ihde, Technics and Praxis, 82–91, for a similar discussion of ocular privilege in the postphenomenological
context.
Husserl, Crisis, 167.
See, for example, N. Katherine Hayles, “Hyper and Deep
Attention: The Generational Divide in Cognitive Modes,”
Profession (2007): 187–199.
In Husserl’s work, this remained somewhat oblique, as
the majority of his descriptions continued to privilege
the ocular mode of cognition over its tactile, olfactory,
and otherwise embodied counterparts. That gap came to
be filled by the work of Maurice Merleau-Ponty.
See Van Den Eede, “Tracing the Tracker.”
The theoretical gist of approaching one’s body in this
way is encapsulated most impressively in Ulrich Bröckling, “Jeder könnte, aber nicht alle können,” Mittelweg
36 (11): 6–26. See also Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello,
“The New Spirit of Capitalism,” International Journal of
Politics, Society and Culture 18 (2005): 161–188.
On this, see Michel Foucault, Discipline & Punish: The
Birth of the Prison (New York: Vintage Books, 1995).
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A phenomenology of such grid-oriented travel has been
described somewhat rhapsodically in Jean Baudrillard
America (London: Verso, 2010).
See Marc Augé, Non-Places: An Introduction to Supermodernity (London: Verso, 2009).
This simplified JSON body denotes a specific position
in the standardized global laditudinal and longitudinal grid – in this case, the geographical position of
the Eiffel tower – along with a server response of 200,
which denotes that this server is operative as needed.
In a GPS-based application, latitude and longitude will
be dynamically received from the orbital satellite system and updated constantly. For an overview of how
this works, see the description of a GPS signal’s composition by the Penn State Department of Geography at
https://www.e-education.psu.edu/geog862/node/1741
(accessed November 24, 2018).
Husserl, Ideen, 141.
Ibid., 171.
Rosenberger and Verbeek, “A Field Guide,” 22.
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The actual source code of Whatsapp is, of course, not
available as open source material. There is, however,
a reverse-engineered version, lines 150 through 157
of which are quoted here from https://github.com/
sigalor/whatsapp-web-reveng/blob/master/backend/
whatsapp.py.
Husserl, Crisis, 168.
Baudrillard, Simulations, 31.
Assuming that the current trend towards more open
source-oriented development continues.
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In Digital Demagogue: Authoritarian Capitalism in the Age of Trump and Twitter, communication and
media scholar Christian Fuchs plunges into the depths of new media with an eye for the reemergence of
authoritarianism, albeit in a refashioned form, and armed with a rich tradition of well-articulated critical theory. Fuchs presents a clear and explicit question to arm his analysis, namely: What is authoritarian capitalism
and how is it communicated through social media? Using the contemporary parameters of the candidacy and
presidency of Donald Trump, along with the complex phenomenon that is its supporting ideology, he explores
the 
relationship between political communication and new nationalism to expose the dangerous marriage
between authoritarianism and capitalism in prominent positions of power. This review charts Fuchs’s unique
journey through critical theory and digital texts while responding to its ambitions both as a revitalized
account of the critical theory tradition and as a cautionary tale of contemporary political movements. I
primarily present his book as a sobering examination of the problematic entanglement of radical capitalism,
authoritarian politics, and rapid communication strategies while remaining optimistic that it will influence
several scholars to apply his theories as a potential strategy for positive liberation and/or contestation
moving forward.
Keywords: Authoritarianism; Critical theory; Capitalism; Donald Trump
Fuchs, Christian. Digital Demagogue: Authoritarian Capitalism in the Age of Trump and Twitter. London: Pluto Press,
2018. Paperback. 336 pp. $25.00. ISBN: 978-0745337982.
As waves of individuals in a globalized market become
emboldened through their creative use of digital technologies, so do various political leaders. Despite the endorsement by many, the oft-considered liberating force of social
media might possibly be less of a medium championing
independent or innovative thought, and instead, be yet
another communicative iteration that reinforces old ideologies through charismatic individuals and brands. In Digital
Demagogue: Authoritarian Capitalism in the Age of Trump
and Twitter, communication and media scholar Christian
Fuchs plunges into the depths of new media with an eye for
the reemergence of authoritarianism, albeit in a refashioned
form, and armed with a rich tradition of well-articulated critical theory. Fuchs’s ambitious project does a masterful job of
infusing Marxist theory and Frankfurt School critical theory
with the digital phenomena of the 21st century and the surging dominance of neoliberalism. The result of his efforts is
a sobering examination of the problematic entanglement of
radical capitalism, authoritarian politics, and rapid communication strategies.

The questions and objectives of his text are d
 elineated
rather clearly and explicitly. Fuchs asks: What is authoritarian capitalism and how is it communicated through
social media? He further provides the purpose and
desired reception of his inquiry: “It formulates the
foundations of a contemporary critical theory of rightwing authoritarianism and authoritarian capitalism. In
doing so, it updates the Frankfurt School’s critical theory of authoritarianism.”1 He presents the fear that history will likely repeat itself without a modernization of
critical theory, arguing that authoritarian ideologies are
experiencing a resurgence of popularity and celebrated
success through new media formats: a phenomenon he
identifies as “nationalism 2.0”.2 He is concerned that the
proliferation and strategic use of digital technology will
continue to empower dangerous right-wing authoritarian
movements, as the domination of uninformed charisma
and spectacles tarnish public discourse. He responds to
this fear with an extensive analysis and critique of these
forms of communication, advocating for types of “slow
media” and more thought-provoking content. Alongside
of his theoretical ambitions, Fuchs advances a primary
argument: “Trump stands for an authoritarian form
of capitalism.”3
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Fuchs’s book maintains a fine balance between a focused
spotlight on President Donald Trump’s communication
strategies and the larger theoretical objectives of the project. His analysis is organized as a careful conceptual progression: it builds from authoritarian ideology towards the
phenomenon of Trump. His project simultaneously begins
by planting its roots in the rich tradition of critical theory
and navigating the crucial definitions of ideology, nationalism, and fascism before shifting to an introduction of conventional understandings of right-wing authoritarianism
and Fuchs’s new interpretation of authoritarian capitalism.
These diverse explanations are drawn from an incredibly
vast number of theorists and provide the reader with an
informed but not necessarily settled understanding of these
concepts before moving towards the content of the text.
The majority of the book is, rightfully, spent on the provocative content: Trumpism (the shifting state under Donald
Trump’s presidency), Trumpology (Trump’s ideology), and
Trump’s use of Twitter. Fuchs concludes with an insightful
synopsis of authoritative capitalism and fast-paced digital
media that includes alternatives to the problematic trends
he conveys in his account.
Those interested in the conceptual exchange within critical theory and Marxism may benefit greatly from Fuchs’s
theoretical discussion. One of the many strengths of this
book is its incredibly dense and rich overview of the multiple conversations within these traditions, with particular
attention dedicated to the subject of nationalism. He critically and accurately explores the work of theorists such as
Marx, Gramsci, Lukács, Horkheimer, Adorno, Neumann, and
Wallerstein without letting any particular position dominate or control the momentum of the analysis. The result is a
collection of brief accounts of each theorist, dedicating only
enough space to charitably articulate their positions and
contributions to the project. This strategy creates an incredibly deep analytic experience for the reader properly tuned
to or generally aware of these traditions, but may prove less
accessible to those who are unfamiliar with Marxist theory
and the Frankfurt School. Fuchs offers brief generalizations
of ideology, nationalism, and fascism before unpacking
them through the selected theorists: a move that seems to
adopt a pluralistic approach rather than resolve them under
unitary definitions.
Within this conceptual variability, there are several significant notes that clearly inform Fuchs’s perspective
and method moving forward. For instance, he writes that
“Ideology critique is the deconstruction of falsehood, of
knowledge that is presented as truth but is deceptive.”4 This
clear nod towards a critique of “post-truth” politics allows
Fuchs to offer social moral realism as a viable opponent to
authoritarian capitalism based on a presumption of successfully navigating social realities. Further, he presents
nationalism as essentially fictive and banal: collectives associate themselves together based on an imaginary identity
attached to posterior interpretations of the group as if
they had come together in the past, and then reproduce
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and reinforce this idea through commonplace symbols
and activities.5 This understanding of nationalism also
correctly addresses the inherent racial relations attached.
Nationalism, by these terms, informs a hyper-politics of conservatism and exclusion. Regarding fascism, Fuchs presents
a rather radical claim: “Fascism is always capitalist in character, it presupposes capitalist rule.”6 In a Marxist move, he
claims that fascism targets the fears of working-class individuals and deflects attention away from inherent class conflict by appealing to the fictive differences established by
nationalist ideologies. Points such as these encourage the
reader to anticipate the painfully obvious consistencies seen
in the digital expressions of Trumpology.
Fuchs’s account of “Trumpism” is a thorough analysis
of institutional alterations focused on a “changing of the
guard” of Unites States capitalism under the Trump administration. He examines the demographics of the alleged
right-wing authoritarian base while also appealing to varying voter motivations such as political anxiety and fear,
(de)industrialization, and alienation, which is a further
application of Marxist theory. The rise of Trump in the
U.S. is explained and navigated well despite being such a
recent phenomenon, and Fuchs advances this move quite
admirably towards the more authoritarian bureaucracy he
observes in the current administration. Authoritarianism
and capitalism in this section begin to blend more transparently, as the aggressive imposition of neoliberal policies
become more profound under Trump. This includes further allocation of public funding for privately restricted
infrastructure7 and a series of cabinet appointments and
decisions that “represents the interests of capital and not of
labour.”8 Additional attacks on healthcare, education, and
the environment provide more evidence of an authoritarian
capitalist stranglehold on politics. Fuchs concludes this
analysis by once again moving back to theory in an attempt
to answer the lingering question: “Is Trump a Fascist?”9 He
does not explicitly provide an answer, but it may be easily
implied from his evaluation.
Utilizing his expertise as a communications scholar, Fuchs
puts these considerations into conversation with Trump’s
usage of new media, particularly television and Twitter. He
appeals to the political instrumentality of these media for
Trump, who “organises politics like a media spectacle.”10
These apparatuses allow someone like Trump to “perform”
their brand and hyper-individualism as a constant consumable product. In an age of post-truth, this consumable
image/product proves more desirable to a base than do
facts or debate. Fuchs effectively covers the phenomenon
of Trump as a television sensation, but more impressively
articulates the reasons behind the president’s admiration
for Twitter:
Twitter is the best medium for the emotional and
ideological politics of outrage, scapegoating, hatred
and attack because its ephemerality, brevity and
speed support spectacles and sensationalism. At the
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same time, the custom of liking and retweeting on
Twitter appeals to Trump’s narcissistic side, allowing
him to indulge his status as a celebrity, brand and
political leader.11
Fuchs supports each claim for Trump’s authoritarian capitalism with an intense collection of Tweets and statements
along with descriptions of their capacities for reception and
mobilization. This strategy allows a reader to effortlessly follow each claim that Fuchs makes alongside of the relevant
content of the analysis, with clean charts made available for
easy reference or critique.
Fuchs’s account should be enticing for anyone interested
in his self-proclaimed themes: “right-wing authoritarian
consciousness, psychology, ideology, movements, organisations and society, Right-wing authoritarian thought and
right-wing authoritarian society.”12 These ideas are heavily
determined by the modes of communication, dramatically
affecting the influence and reception of those who use
such methods to propel capitalist methods through an
authoritarian perspective. Those interested and/or wellversed in Marxist theory and Frankfurt School critical theory should take notice of Fuchs’s interpretation as he tries
to update these approaches to the 21st century. Time will
tell if his revitalized account of critical theory will maintain
its merit in application; yet, its relevance to contemporary
processes of neoliberalism appears more than apparent
and desirable. His navigation of digital media trends and
popular rhetoric remain transmutable for other phenomena and movements appealing to these same methods.
Overall, Digital Demagogue is a gratifying and informative
read that takes the reader on a dense theoretical journey
of the contemporary rise of authoritarian capitalism and
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new-age fascism. Though these trends will likely be discouraging to many, Fuchs does save room for alternatives
and optimism that one might take away if they hope to
combat such trends. As he suggests quite simply: “for society to flourish and avoid authoritarianism and fascism, it
is essential that humans treat each other in a social and
human manner.”13
Notes
1
Christian Fuchs, Digital Demagogue: Authoritarian
Capitalism in the Age of Trump and Twitter (London:
Pluto Press, 2018), 6.
2
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This review charts the substantive theoretical import, diagnostic utility, as well as the conceptual and
stylistic limits of Wendy Brown’s Undoing the Demos. Brown adamantly charts the destructive effects of contemporary neoliberalism, construed largely as an insidious form of rationality rather than simply an economic
system, and the hollowing out of democratic political life which has ensued from its ascension. The account
of neoliberalism supplied by Undoing the Demos presents an indispensable tool with which to forge modalities
of both analysis and resistance yet also contains important limitations which circumscribe some of the book’s
utility and gesture toward the need for critical supplement.
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Wendy Brown’s Undoing the Demos: Neoliberalism’s Stealth
Revolution presents a lucid guide to the undertheorized
political implications of the neoliberal phenomenon. While
neoliberalism has been heavily theorized and f ervently analyzed, Brown’s book stands out for its theoretical depth,
cogent analysis, and philosophical substance with laudable
level of accessibility. Brown deploys a critical Foucauldian
framework to articulate a sustained conception of neoliberalism primarily as a political rationality. This is a departure from a popular tendency to view neoliberalism as
merely a set of economic policies. As an ancillary feature,
Brown’s focus on rationality also enables a scholarly guide
to the work of Michel Foucault in addition to outlining her
distinctly political analysis of neoliberalism. Undoing the
Demos stands out as a unique and substantive text, although
some of Brown’s conceptual and stylistic choices constrain
her project in certain ways as well.
Undoing the Demos evaluates neoliberalism across
several distinct yet related arenas, such as legal reason,
educational institutions, and foreign policy. Yet Brown
impressively retains a sharp focus on democratic concerns
while analyzing a notoriously diffuse, expansive, and
contested issue. This tight focus coheres around Brown’s
emphasis on the fact that neoliberalism is notably characterized as a governing rationality which grafts economic
logics onto previously non-economic arenas.1 This tendency presents unique and dangerous threats to political
life and for democratic possibilities. Extending from its

drive to disseminate market values and economic logic,
neoliberalism “assaults the principles, practices, cultures,
subjects, and institutions of democracy – understood as
rule by the people.”2 Brown explicitly avoids assigning
democracy a particular formulation or genre and instead
preserves only the general implications of a norm of selfrule by the people.3 While some may reasonably find this
point of ambiguity to be a detraction, Brown’s intention
is to cast a wider analysis in demonstrating that neoliberalism threatens many conceivable varieties of actually
existing democracies and also works to imperil democracy
as a form of political imagination writ large. This move
makes sense for Brown’s scope, but still leaves lingering
quite a bit of practical specification and formulative work
for democracy to be compellingly revitalized or mobilized
against neoliberalism.
Brown attempts to avoid romanticizing her defense of
democracy and remains attuned to the historical shortcomings of extant liberal democracies. Nevertheless, she
adamantly maintains that without them, more ambitious
or radical projects would likely be foreclosed as well.4
While Brown offers a compelling case, it likely remains
an open question as to whether liberal democracy is actually required in order to launch more ambitious political
projects. Possible alternative platforms for radical political
imaginaries, such as Anarchist or Marxian frameworks, are
not really explored by Brown, which could have conceivably
presented a wider range for potential sites and tactics of
resistance. Regardless, Brown offers a compelling articulation of the dangerous encroachment and “hollowing out”5
which neoliberal rationality advances upon political life,
broadly construed.
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It is also necessary to note that Brown’s work is not meant
as a political manifesto or a resistance guide,6 but rather is
intended to provide diagnostic work. Brown observes fundamental shifts in subjecthood and rationality which normatively transform citizens into human capital and incentivize
them to behave as individual firms.7 This move constitutes a
departure from classical liberalism’s constellation of self-interested actors harmonized by exchange; competition, under
neoliberal reasoning, has in fact replaced exchange outright
for Brown.8 This subtle shift marks one of the moments in
which Brown’s description of neoliberalism diverges from
other accounts which might conceive of neoliberalism as a
mere extension of liberalism, and is where Brown follows
Foucault in identifying points of both rupture and continuity with previous modalities of capitalism.9
Brown’s critical engagement with and elucidation of
Foucault’s work animates much of the book’s early-tomiddle chapters and, in turn, supplies some of the book’s
key concepts. Brown draws most explicitly on Foucauldian
notions of political rationality and governance, respectively,
in the articulation of neoliberalism as something other than
mere ideology. The focus on rationality and governance
also sustain Brown’s aversion to reducing neoliberalism to
a bundle of policies. As she puts it: “even if many neoliberal economic policies were abandoned or augmented, this
would not abate the undermining of democracy through
the normative economization of political life and usurpation of homo politicus by homo economicus.”10 Brown’s
sense of urgency and consistent focus shines through above.
However, those looking for a detailed or historical sense of
how neoliberal policy formations and the dissemination of
governing rationality materially assemble will likely need to
seek out additional sources.
Brown channels Foucault’s non-Marxian account of the
emergence of neoliberalism (which Foucault charts as early
as the 1950’s and not as a reaction to economic crises in the
1970’s and onward)11 fairly straightforwardly into an extended discussion of neoliberalism as political rationality and
governmentality.12 The sections on Foucault provide great
secondary resources for scholars. However, certain elements
of Brown’s marshalling of Foucault’s work might seem
abstract and potentially difficult to follow for those unfamiliar with Foucault’s primary texts. Brown herself emphasizes that her reconstruction is no substitute for primary
reading.13 Later chapters apply the principles in more concrete analysis which greatly aid in providing further clarity,
although perhaps a more applied emphasis earlier on might
have facilitated easier accessibility. A particularly compelling exemplar of helpful case analysis occurs as Brown
applies Foucauldian rationality and governance paradigms
in recounting the implementation of agricultural “best practices” in Iraq following 2003 invasion.14
A considerable worry for Brown is the shift in neoliberalism
from politics to management, which threatens the contested and often conflicting deliberations of democratic
life and renders power less visible.15 As Brown states:
“governance disseminates a depoliticizing epistemology,
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ontology, and set of practices. Soft, inclusive, and technical
in orientation, governance buries contestable norms and
structural striations (such as class), as well as the norms and
exclusions circulated by its procedures and decisions.”16 It is
worth noting that Brown’s own analysis presents textures
which sometimes border on homogeneity (i.e., the Demos
as a monolith) with regard to social identity markers, such
as class, race, and so on (although she sprinkles gestures
towards these things throughout and includes a brief section on the gender of homo economicus).17 This sensibility
comes as a result of the units and registers of analysis, which
most coherently follow from Brown’s engagement with the
macro-phenomena of democracy, neoliberalism, orders of
reasoning and the like, yet still likely demarcates a limit for
certain readers and interests.
Brown aptly notes the limits of Foucault’s analysis of
neoliberalism, noting an “underdeveloped”18 quality to
the theoretical terrain of political rationalities and even
governmentality as they relate to neoliberalism. For Brown,
Foucault’s major contribution lies in his prescient vision of
neoliberalism as more than economic policy, yet her work
carries Foucault’s insights beyond the limits of his analytic
perspective (for example, his restricted view of the political within spaces of sovereignty and juridical spheres,19 or
neglect of capital)20 as well as updating them for the contemporary era. These musings provide a helpful insight
into Brown’s own methodology and serve as instructive
guidance for critique. Brown assembles Foucault’s conceptual work toward her own normative defense of democracy in ways which would be precluded by his well-known
aversion toward prescriptive analysis. For instance, Brown
notes that Foucault’s theorization furnishes no notion of
“citizens,”21 which a theory of thick democratic sensibilities
seems to require.
The second half of the text further extends Foucault’s
(modified) sensibilities in an application to contemporary
events primarily in United States politics and education.
Brown’s analysis of the Citizens United Supreme Court
decision offers a novel reading of the now infamous case,
viewing it as a shining example of the familiar “signature”22
tendency of neoliberal rationality to recast a formerly
noneconomic space under market logic. Brown underscores
that the problem with Citizens emanates from its political
implications and not merely the further intrusion of capital or corporations into politics. Put differently, for Brown,
the issue is not that corporations were extended individual
rights per se, but rather that this move constitutes corporations as participants in popular sovereignty that carry
enhanced capacities to articulate speech by way of capital.23
This unique focus highlights an underdiscussed feature of
the infamous case, but perhaps underplays the modeling
import of Citizens’ effect on legal personhood (which carries important implications outside of Brown’s project, for
instance with abortion debates, etc.) One may also wonder
if Brown overstates the effect of the Citizens decision vis-àvis the macro-transformative developments in legal reason
writ large which she decries. At the very least, Brown does
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not demonstrate, as fully as possible, how the decision itself
reflects or causally inflicts the more generalized, large scale
subversion of liberal democracy which she tracks.
The penultimate chapter, “Educating Human Capital” goes
further with regard to demonstrating how neoliberal rationality remakes subjects into self-investment-driven human
capital which subsequently undermines democratic citizenship. Again, this neoliberal articulation of homo economicus
is demonstrated to be much more constraining than the
interest-seeking subject of classical liberalism.24 Education
plays a crucial role in supplying the techniques for self-investment and continual self-improvement (in the sense of
efficiency or instrumental rationality rather than something
like human flourishing) and neoliberal pedagogy reframes
knowledge as solely a means toward capital enhancement.25
As Brown describes these contemporary threats to democratic education, she also bemoans the manner in which
deep liberal arts education paradigms have been jettisoned
or reworked in favor of market rationality which, again, is
eviscerating the cultivation of an educated citizenry.26 On
Brown’s reading, the post-WWII extension of higher education (and liberal arts pedagogy) to a wider base was a radical
democratic event27 which, even in its failure to adequately
extend actual equality to all (particularly along race and class
lines), still carried an articulation of egalitarian ideals.28 In
musing over the question of whether the post-war spread of
education to the masses really bolstered democracy, Brown
affirms that evidence of this claim might derive from the
flourishing of significant popular political movements, such
as the civil rights movement, feminism, and challenges to
inequality.29 This illustration helps underscore the distinctly
political stakes involved and sustains Brown’s urgent timbre.
While there is no doubt that popular education aids crucially in the formation of a democratic society, it does seem
that Brown engages in a bit of romanticized nostalgia as
she recalls the golden age of higher education. The most
prominent narratives of the civil rights movement often
succumb to a well-known tendency to overemphasize the
charismatic leadership of figures like Martin Luther King Jr.,
while obfuscating the grassroots organizing (often done by
working class women who did not or were not able to pursue formal and/or higher education) which bolstered the
movements. The same can be noted for feminism and other
egalitarian popular movements, such as the Black Panthers.
While there may be some danger in a potential (mis)reading
of Brown’s commentary as purporting that social change
happens exclusively through educated vanguard classes, her
point is well taken that educational models which privilege
“return on investment”30 and devalue teaching31 constitute
deep threats to the cultivation of a democratic citizenry.
A broader account of contemporary education inequality
would also add a certain instructive nuance to an analysis
of education under neoliberalism, although Brown’s focus
pertains more so to higher education.
Brown elaborates, extends, but always sustains her central concern that neoliberalism is transforming political life
under an image of economization. To this end, we need a new

order of political and social reasoning32 and while Brown’s
book is not intended to offer resistance alternatives, at the
very least it should impute a sense of sober urgency. She
offers a lucid defense of democracy, while acknowledging
deep historical flaws and limits, as a platform for critique
with the capacity to limit otherwise destructive power.33
For Brown, the stakes are clear and quite severe: the economization of democracy (as an imaginary) could actually
kill it.34 Brown closes Undoing the Demos with the serious
enunciation that the political work of those who might
resist neoliberalism requires offering alternatives to capitalism, rupturing neoliberal reason, and countering despair
and nihilism as well. Brown denotes: “our work on all three
fronts is incalculably difficult, bears no immediate reward,
and carries no guarantee or success. Yet what, apart from
this work, could afford the slightest hope for a just, sustainable, and habitable future?”35
One might wonder if Brown’s compelling narrative is too
totalizing or too dark in places. Bonnie Honig raises this
suspicion as she critiques Brown’s account as one which,
past merely restricting its scope to a diagnostic or descriptive order, makes it difficult to even conceive of viable resistance at all.36 For Honig, Brown too quickly dismisses or
ignores resistance to neoliberalism and particularly fails at
accounting for their possibility. On Honig’s reading, Brown
thinks that we have “only homo economicus to guide us”37
and thus the concluding pages of Undoing the Demos constitute at best a “slight hope.”38 These are viable critiques
which must be taken seriously. Earlier in her first chapter,
Brown references the “potential bareness”39 of a democracy
which is both in danger and in need of energy, care, and
desire on the part of citizens. Brown’s timbre may sound
dire and close to totalization. However, it seems plausible
that Brown retains a sense of urgency precisely because
alternative possibilities still exist. Otherwise there would
seemingly be nothing to be urgent about and no coherence
in imploring the revitalization of democratic practice within
a demobilized citizenry.
This notion is undergirded by some of Brown’s qualifications, such as: “alertness to neoliberalism’s inconstancy and
plasticity cautions against identifying its current iteration as
its essential and global truth and against making the story
I am telling a teleological one, a dark chapter in a steady
march toward end times.”40 Passages like this would need to
be swiftly ignored in order to render Brown’s work as merely
a nihilistic lamentation of a finalized neoliberal victory over
everything. Yet Honig’s critiques sit in complementary tension, particularly in the book’s gloomier sections of prose.
Brown’s timbre is appropriately grim, yet does not seem to
fully evacuate the possibilities for resistance (which again,
lay outside the scope of Undoing the Demos).
Brown’s emphasis on the serious consequences of contemporary neoliberal rationality seems to overstate the extent
to which democracy previously served as guiding egalitarian
norm, even as she consciously retains a sense of the uneven
application of the American democratic experiment and
its liberatory promises. Brown enduringly defends flawed
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democracy for its capacity to carry forward egalitarian ideas,
even as they were often radically divorced from its practices.
This position is legitimate and resonates well within Brown’s
broader argument. However, it is hard to ignore the legacy
of brutality which made western democracy possible.
For instance, Brown denotes that higher education never
quite realized a universal extension to the masses at large, but
still offers a beautiful egalitarian vision. Thinking through
the racialized slave labor which built many of American academia’s pristine buildings upon territory soaked in indigenous blood perhaps disrupts some of the rosiness imparted
by Brown’s description. This supplement does not undo her
central arguments, but it does trouble a certain tendency
in literature on both neoliberalism and democratic theory
to gloss over historical particularities rooted in racialization.
Brown touches on issues of race a few times throughout the
book, but this too lies largely outside of her scope. Given
this, a further exploration of how race and neoliberalism
interact within and around Brown’s schemas might provide
a fuller understanding of neoliberal subjectivity. Lester
Spence’s Knocking the Hustle: Against the Neoliberal Turn in
Black Politics fills in certain gaps that might exist for critical
race theorists interested in neoliberalism, such as his attention to neoliberal implications for education, such as charter
schools in urban and non-college settings.41 Spence’s work
harmonizes well with Brown’s thesis on a withered public
life and the ongoing modeling of subjecthood into human
capital. Scholars such as Randall Kennedy and Michelle
Alexander’s critical race legal theory also provide supplemental work on the intersections between law and neoliberal capitalism in the contemporary era.
Similarly, Brown’s centering of political events and forces
within and among the United States and Europe does not
offer much perspective on neoliberalism in the rest of the
world. This would seemingly be a fair observation. However,
Brown is likely correct to focus most centrally on the places
where neoliberalism holds pertinent historical origins and
contemporary centers of power. Nonetheless, a more global
analysis would offer a useful supplement. A similar observation might also denote that an ecological perspective on
neoliberalism would require the supplement from outside
of Brown’s text. All books cannot do all things. However,
Undoing the Demos constitutes a potent analytical framework for thinking through neoliberalism’s undertheorized
political dangers and offers a first step in understanding and
resisting its power.
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